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Abstract
The quasi-thermal noise spectroscopy is an accurate method of determination of
density and temperature in space plasmas. When an electric antenna is immersed
into a plasma, it is able to measure electrostatic uctuations caused by the thermal
motion of plasma particles. These uctuations are detected as the power spectral
density at the antenna terminals, observing a spectrum at frequencies comparable
to the electron plasma frequency for both electrons and protons, since the proton
signal is strongly Doppler-shifted towards higher frequencies due to the solar wind
drift velocity. Beside inducing the uctuating electric eld, some of the electrons
are impacting the antenna surface, causing disturbances of the antenna electric potential. The signal caused by this population is directly proportional to the ux of
plasma electrons impacting the antenna and is dominant if the antenna has a large
surface area. In this work, we use the orbit limited theory to calculate the incoming
particle ux for a non-thermal plasma described by κ velocity distribution function,
commonly measured in the solar wind. The increase in the particle collection by
cylindrical and spherical objects is quantied and presented as a function of the
surface electrostatic potential and the fraction of supra-thermal particles. Including
these results into the theory has turned out to be absolutely necessary for accurate
measurements of the plasma parameters whenever the shot noise is the dominant
component in the power spectrum. This is the case for STEREO because the impact noise is overwhelming on this probe, due to the presence of short and thick
antennas. The comprehensive study of data on this mission is motivated by the fact
that the electron analyzers are malfunctioning since launch and no information on
thermal electrons is available. Results obtained are veried by comparing with the
results from Wind, showing a good match between the values measured by the two
spacecraft. Uncertainties of the measurements are determined by the uncertainties
of the instruments used and are estimated to be around 40%. The nal outcome of
this work will be establishing a database of the electron moments in both STEREO
A and B that will be covering the entire duration of the mission. In the second part
of the thesis, we use the kinetic approach to expand the theory of the quasi-thermal
noise to plasmas where electron-neutral collisions play a dominant role. This technique is able to measure the electron density, temperature and the collision frequency
as independent parameters using the wide frequency range both below and above
the plasma frequency, if the ratio of the collisional to plasma frequency is not smaller
than 0.1. The results presented here have can be potentially applied in laboratory
plasmas and unmagnetized ionospheres, while at the ionosphere of Earth their use
is limited to low frequencies due to the presence of the magnetic eld.

Resume
La spectroscopie de bruit quasi-thermique est une methode precise de determination de la densite et de la temperature dans les plasmas spatiaux. Lorsqu'une antenne
electrique est immerge dans un plasma, elle est capable de mesurer les uctuations
electrostatiques provoquees par le mouvement thermique des particules de plasma.
Ces uctuations sont detectees par la densite de puissance spectrale aux bornes
de l'antenne, en observant un spectre a des frequences comparables a la frequence
plasma electronique aussi bien pour les electrons que pour les protons, car le signal
du proton est fortement decale Doppler vers des frequences plus elevees en raison de
la vitesse de derive du vent solaire. En plus d'induire le champ electrique uctuant,
une partie des electrons impactent sur la surface de l'antenne, ce qui provoque des
perturbations de son potentiel electrique. Le signal provoque par cette population
est directement proportionnelle au ux d'electrons du plasma impactant l'antenne
et est dominante si l'antenne a une grande surface. Dans ce travail, nous utilisons
la theorie de l'orbite limite pour calculer le ux de particules impactantes pour un
plasma non thermique decrit par fonction de distribution de vitesses κ ou Lorentzienne, communement mesuree dans le vent solaire. L'augmentation de la collecte de
particules par des objets cylindriques et spheriques est quantie et presente en tant
que fonction du potentiel electrostatique de surface et de la fraction des particules
supra-thermique. La prise en compte de ces resultats theoriques est absolument
necessaire pour des mesures precises des parametres du plasma a chaque fois que le
bruit d'impact est l'element dominant dans le spectre de puissance. Ceci est le cas
pour STEREO, car les bruit d'impact est dominant pour cette sonde, en raison de la
presence d'antennes courtes et epaisses. L'etude approfondie des donnees sur cette
mission est motivee par le fait que ses analyseurs d'electrons sont defectueux depuis
le lancement et aucune information sur les electrons thermiques n'est disponible. Les
resultats obtenus sont veries en comparant avec les resultats de Wind, montrant
une bonne concordance entre les valeurs mesurees par les deux satellites. Les incertitudes des mesures sont determinees par les incertitudes des instruments utilises et
sont estimes a environ 40%. Le resultat nal de ce travail sera l'etablissement d'une
base de donnees des moments d'electrons pour les deux sondes STEREO A et B
qui couvriront toute la duree de la mission. Dans une seconde partie de la these,
nous utilisons l'approche cinetique pour etendre la theorie du bruit quasi-thermique
a des plasmas ou les collisions des electrons avec les neutres jouent un role dominant. Cette technique permet de mesurer la densite et la temperature des electrons,
et aussi la frequence des collisions en tant que parametres independants. Ceci est
obtenu sur une large gamme de frequences aussi bien en dessous qu'au dessus de la
frequence plasma, pour peu que le rapport entre la frequence de collision et frequence
de plasma ne soit pas inferieur a 0.1. Les resultats presentes ici peuvent potentiellement etre appliques avec succes dans les plasmas de laboratoire et ionospheres non

magnetises, tandis que pour l'ionosphere de la Terre leur utilisation est limitee aux
frequences basses a cause de la presence d'un champ magnetique fort.

Ðåçèìå
Ñïåêòðîñêîïèjà êâàçè-òåðìàëíèõ øóìîâà jå ïðåöèçíà ìåòîäà çà îäðå¢èâà»å
êîíöåíòðàöèjå è òåìïåðàòóðå ñâåìèðñêå ïëàçìå. Åëåêòðè÷íà àíòåíà êîjà ñå
íàëàçè ó ïëàçìè ìîæå ìåðèòè åëåêòðîñòàòè÷êå ôëóêòóàöèjå êîjå äîëàçå îä
òåðìàëíîã êðåòà»à íàåëåêòðèñàíèõ ÷åñòèöà. Ðàäèî ïðèjåìíèê çà êîjè ñå âåçójó
êðàjåâè äèïîëíå àíòåíå ìåðè ñïåêòàð ó îïñåãó îêî ïëàçìåíå ôðåêâåíöå. Íà îâàj
íà÷èí ìîãó ñå äåòåêòîâàòè ñèãíàëè êîjè äîëàçå è îä åëåêòðîíà è îä ïðîòîíà jåð
jå ïðîòîíñêà êîìïîíåíòà ïîäëîæíà çíà÷àjíîì Äîïëåðîâîì ïîìåðàjó êà âèøèì
ôðåêâåíöàìà óñëåä âåëèêå áðçèíå óñìåðåíîã êðåòà»à ñó÷åâîã âåòðà. Íåêå ÷åñòèöå, îñèì øòî èíäóêójó ñèãíàë ïóòåì ôëóêòóàöèjà åëåêòðè÷íîã ïî§à, òàêî¢å
óäàðàjó ó ïîâðøèíó àíòåíå èçàçèâàjó£è ïðîìåíå ó åëåêòðè÷íîì ïîòåíöèjàëó.
Ñèãíàë êîjè íàñòàjå íà îâàj íà÷èí jå äèðåêòíî ñðàçìåðàí ôëóêñó óäàðíèõ åëåêòðîíà è äîìèíàíòàí jå ó ìåðåíîì ñïåêòðó óêîëèêî àíòåíà èìà âåëèêó ïîâðøèíó.
Ó îâîì ðàäó êîðèñòè ñå òåîðèjà îãðàíè÷åíîã îðáèòàëíîã êðåòà»à ó öè§ó èçðà÷óíàâà»à ôëóêñà äîëàçå£èõ ÷åñòèöà ó ïëàçìè âàí òåðìàëíå ðàâíîòåæå îïèñàíîj κ
ðàñïîäåëîì ïî áðçèíàìà, êàêâà jå óîáè÷àjåíî ìåðåíà ó ñóí÷åâîì âåòðó. Óâå£à»å
áðîjà ÷åñòèöà ñàêóï§åíèõ íà ïîâðøèíè àíòåíå jå îäðå¢åíî ó çàâèñíîñòè îä
ïðîöåíòà íåòåðìàëíèõ áðçèõ ÷åñòèöà ó ôóíêöèjè ðàñïîäåëå. Óïîòðåáà îâèõ
ðåçóëòàòà ó ñêëîïó êîðèø£åíå òåîðèjå ñå èñïîñòàâèëà íåîïõîäíà ó ñëó÷àjåâèìà
êàäà jå äîïðèíîñ óäàðíèõ åëåêòðîíà çíà÷àjàí. Îâàêâà ñèòóàöèjà jå êàðàêòåðèñòè÷íà çà ñàòåëèò STEREO êîjè jå îïðåì§åí êðàòêèì àíòåíàìà âåëèêîã ïðå÷íèêà è îâàêàâ »èõîâ îáëèê ÷èíè óäàðíå ñèãíàëå äîìèíàíòíèìà ó ìåðåíîì ñïåêòðó.
Äåòà§íà ñòóäèjà ïîäàòàêà ñà îâå ìèñèjå jå ìîòèòâèñàíà ÷è»åíèöîì äà åëåêòðîíñêè àíàëèçàòîðè íå ôóíêöèîíèøó èñïðàâíî íà íèñêèì åíåðãèjàìà è íèêàêâè
ïîäàöè î òåðìàëíèì åëåêòðîíèìà íå ïîñòîjå çà ÷èòàâ òîê ìèñèjå. Äîáèjåíè
ðåçóëòàòè ñó óïîðå¢åíè ñà ïîóçàíèì ðåçóëàòèìà ñàòåëèòà Wind è äîáèjåí jå
çàäîâî§àâàjó£è íèâî ñàãëàñíîñòè. Ãðåøêå ìåðå»à ñó óñëîâ§åíå íèâîîì ïðåöèçíîñòè èíñòðóìåíòà è ïðîöå»åíå ñó íà îêî 40%. Êîíà÷íè ïðîèçâîä îâîã ðàäà
£å áèòè ðåàëèçàöèjà áàçå ïîäàòàêà ìîìåíàòà ôóíêöèjå ðàñïîäåëå åëåêòðîíà
çà STEREO À è STEREO Â êîjà £å ïîêðèâàòè ÷èòàâ òîê ìèñèjå. Ó äðóãîì
äåëó äèñåðòàöèjå, êîðèø£å»åì êèíåòè÷êå òåîðèjå, ïðîøèðåíà jå òåîðèjà êâàçèòåðìàëíèõ øóìîâà íà ïëàçìå ó êîjèìà ñóäàðè èçìå¢ó åëåêòðîíà è íåóòðàëíèõ
÷åñòèöà èãðàjó çíà÷àjíó óëîãó. Îâèì ïóòåì jå ðàçâèjåíà ìåòîäà ñïîñîáíà äà
ìåðè åëåêòðîíñêó ãóñòèíó, òåìïåðàòóðó è ôðåêâåíöèjó ñóäàðà êàî íåçàâèñíå
ïàðàìåòðå óêîëèêî îäíîñ ñóäàðíå è ïëàçìåíå ôðåêâåíöå íèjå ìà»è îä 0.1.
Ïðåäñòàâ§åíè ðåçóëòàòè ìîãó áèòè êîðèø£åíè ó ëàáîðàòîðèjñêèì ïëàçìàìà
è íåìàãíåòèçîâàíèì jîíîñôåðàìà äîê jå ó jîíîñôåðè Çåì§å »èõîâà óïîòðåáà
îãðàíè÷åíà íà íèñêå ôðåêâåíöå çáîã ïðèñóñòâà Çåì§èíîã ìàãíåòíîã ïî§à.
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Notation
Mathematical functions
Denition

Expression
Rz

Si(z)

Sine integral

Jn (z)

n-th order Bessel function of the rst kind

1
2πi

H

e 2 (t− t ) dt

In (z)

Modied Jn (z)

1
2πi

H

e 2 (t+ t ) dt

Z0 (z)

Plasma dispersion function

π 1/2

Γ(z)

Gamma function

2 F̄1 (a, b; c; z)

Regularized hypergeometric function

0

sin t
dt
t
z

1

z

1

2

R∞

1

e−t
−∞ t−z

R∞
0

dt

tz−1 e−t dt

∞
X
Γ(a + k)Γ(b + k)z k
k=0

Γ(a)Γ(b)Γ(c + k)k!
Rz

2

erf (z)

Error function

erf c(z)

Complementary error function

1 − erf (z)

erf i(z)

Imaginary error function

1
erf (iz)
i

2
π 1/2

0

e−t dt

Physical constants
Denition

Value

e

Elementary charge

1.6 · 10−19 C

me

Electron mass

9.1 · 10−31 kg

mp

Proton mass

1.67 · 10−27 kg

kb

Boltzmann constant

1.38 · 10−23 J/◦ K

0

Dielectric permittivity of vacuum

8.85 · 10−12 F/m

Contents

µ0

Magnetic permeability of vacuum

4π · 10−7 N/A2

c

Speed of light

3 · 108 m/s

Physical quantities
Denition
ne

Electron density

Te

Electron temperature

Te∗

Generalized electron temperature

LD

Electron Debye length

vthe

Electron thermal velocity

vsw

Solar wind bulk velocity

ωp

Electron plasma frequency

ωi

Ion plasma frequency

ν

Electron collision frequency

Ωe

Electron cyclotron frequency



Plasma dielectric permittivity

f (~v )

Velocity distribution function

V02

Power spectral density

2
Vqtn

Electron power spectral density

2
Vpn

Proton power spectral density

2
Vsn

Shot noise

Antenna-related quantities
V0

Tip-to-tip potential dierence

Γ

Gain

Contents

Lant

Half-length (wire dipole)

L

Half-length (sphere dipole)

Lef f

Eective half-length (wire dipole)

aant

Radius (wire dipole)

a

Radius (sphere dipole)

Sant

Surface (dipole)

Smon

Surface (monopole)

j~a

Current density

Ia

Current at the terminals

Zant

Impedance (dipole)

Rant

Resistance (dipole)

Zmon

Impedance (monopole)

Cant

Capacitance (dipole)

Cmon

Capacitance (monopole)

Cstray

Stray capacitance (dipole)

Cms

Stray capacitance (monopole)

φ

Electrostatic potential

Φph

Photoelectron ux

Tph

Photoelectron temperature

Chapter 1
Introduction
The natural noises detected by antennas in space plasmas are being studied for
half a century now [Andronov, 1966, Fejer and Kan, 1969]. These signals are caused
by the electrostatic uctuations induced by thermal motion of plasma particles. The
quasi-thermal noise (QTN) spectroscopy [Meyer-Vernet, 1979] is the technique developed in order to theoretically explain the measured antenna power spectrum and,
based on its features, determine the velocity distribution function (VDF) moments
of the surrounding plasma.
The measured QTN spectrum is dependent on the antenna conguration as well
as on the plasma parameters. If the antennas used are dipoles that are long and
thin (compared to plasma Debye length LD ) then the spectrum observed will be
suitable for determination of both electron and proton density and temperature, as
well as characteristics of supra-thermal particles, as independent parameters (see e.g.
[Issautier et al., 1999]). Multiple spacecraft launched in past several decades, like
ISEE3, Ulysses or Wind were equipped with antennas of satisfying characteristics
that provided very `clean` measurements, in good agreement with the theory (see
Section 2.5 for details). This technique is a routinely used, powerful diagnostic tool
in the solar wind plasma since it has several very positive features. Some of the most
important ones are being almost independent of the spacecraft oating potential and
possibility to quickly estimate the total electron density from the location of so called
`plasma peak`
p that appears in the spectrum just above the plasma frequency, given
as ωp = ne e2 /0 me (with ne , e and me being electron density, charge and mass,
respectively and 0 is dielectric permittivity of vacuum). This well known theory of
the QTN is reviewed in Chapter 2.
However, some current and also future missions use radio instruments that are
not primarily designed for observing the QTN and therefore the measured spectra
will not have all the desirable features described above. This is the case for NASA
STEREO spacecraft which carry both in-situ and remote sensing instruments and
require therefore to be 3-axis stabilized during their operations at 1AU (Section 2.5).
As a consequence only short, rigid and thick radio antennas have been installed on
these spacecraft and the method described above was planned to be a `bi-product`,
used only during coronal mass ejection (CME) events, when Debye length is small.
Unexpectedly, electron analyzers experienced major issues measuring low energies
and there is no data on thermal electrons at all for this mission. This work aims
to recover this missing data (on a condence level determined by the instrument
characteristics), using the QTN spectroscopy, and prepare basis for producing the

electron moments database. In order to perform this task, several major theoretical
and practical issues needed to be resolved along the way. For instance, since the
antennas are shorter then the Debye length in the quiet solar wind, the characteristic plasma peak is not possible to observe while the signal that comes from the
electrons impacting the antenna surface, which is strongly dependent on the antenna
oating potential, becomes dominant due to antenna thickness. This so called shot
noise has very low intensity for thin antennas used on previous missions and the
theory that describes it oers only approximative expressions. This thesis further
develops the shot noise theory, deriving precise theoretical expressions for the ux
of particles collected by the antenna in the solar wind and, consequently, the shot
noise below the plasma frequency. The results presented here are not important
just for investigation of the specic spectra observed by STEREO, but will also be
necessarily exploited on future missions Solar Orbiter and Solar Probe Plus, aimed
to explore the interior of the solar corona and origins of the solar wind, as well as
on Turbulence Heating ObserveR (THOR), primarily intending to explore plasma
turbulence in the proximity of the Earth's bow shock, if this mission gets selected.
All of these spacecraft will have the antennas with similar characteristics as the ones
on STEREO.
Another research area, expected to be intensively explored in the future, is the
development of cubesats and, in general, the QTN spectroscopy as a piggyback technique on complicatedly shaped devices (e.g. tubular booms). For this purpose, we
explore the plasmas whose behavior is determined by collisions between electrons
and neutrals. Using the method developed here, we are able to measure, beside ne
and Te , the collision frequency ν as a separate independent parameter as long as
ν/ωp ≥ 0.1. The possible applications of the theory in laboratory plasmas and unmagnetized ionospheres are also discussed. The usage in laboratory experiments can
be double-natured. First, as a precise diagnostic tool for measuring the plasma parameters using wide frequency range, both below and above the plasma frequency.
Second, the technique we introduce here would enable the validation, by ground
testing, of various kinds of sensor geometries for QTN spectroscopy purposes. As
recently proposed during the PIANOS project, both 3D stable and spinning congurations are interesting to test, including dierent types of booms or tethers.
The theoretical work related to determination of the incoming particle ux on
the antenna surface and also the antenna charging in the solar wind is presented in
Chapter 3 and partially published in [Martinovic, 2016]. Applications to STEREO
data and perspectives related to establishing of the electron moments database are
given in Chapter 4 and by [Martinovic et al., 2016b], while theory of the QTN
in weakly ionized collisional plasmas is developed in Chapter 5 and [Martinovic
et al., 2016a]. Some predictions of the QTN spectroscopy perspectives and chalenges
related to the future missions are briey discussed in Section 6.
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Chapter 2
Quasi-thermal noise in space plasmas
2.1 The Sun and the solar wind
2.1.1 The mystery of solar corona
Since the ancient times, the Sun has been a central topic of interest for philosophers, scientists and all people who wanted to know more about the Universe and
Earth's position inside it. After centuries of astronomical observations that proved
some basic but very important facts (like the one that the Earth is not at and is
orbiting around the Sun, not vice versa), with progress of telescopes the existence
of outer layers of the Sun was revealed. First measurements in optical spectroscopy
during second half of XIX and beginning of XX century explained their chemical
structure and physical properties.
The `surface` of the Sun, called photosphere, is ∼ 500km thick and radiates as
a `black body` at Tsun ≈ 5770K . The chromosphere is the layer that extends from
500 − 2000km from the solar surface and spectroscopic measurements in this region
(except at the lowest layers where was acknowledged that the temperature drops
down to ∼ 4000K ) were possible only during eclipses due to weak radiation, so
knowledge on the upper layers was quite limited for a very long time. It was only
conrmed that above the chromosphere exists one more layer with very low particle
densities, called solar corona, but its parameters were unknown.
The rst measurement that required a fundamental explanation was the one
performed by C. A. Young and W. Harkness during the 1869 total solar eclipse
(which was visible from Alaska to North Carolina). They identied the strong
530.3nm green coronal line that has never been observed before. Since this line
did not correspond to any known material, it was proposed that it was due to an
unknown element, provisionally named coronium. Through many decades, great
eort has been put by the space science community in order to explain this topic,
until [Grotrian, 1939] concluded that non-equilibrium eects exist in the corona and,
shortly after, the mystery was nally resolved when [Alfven, 1941] proved that the
corona is `heated to an extremely high temperature`. Based on this work, [Edlen,
1943] has given an eective method of coronal spectral lines identication, detected
lines of several highly ionized elements (iron, nickel, and calcium) and also recognized
the famous 530.3nm line to originate from twelve times ionized iron. The ultraviolet
emission from the corona was rst detected with instruments built by [Baum et al.,
1946] at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory using captured German military V2
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rockets, giving conrmation to the hypothesis of the hot corona.
All the information obtained about the corona were a step forward to explaining
the stream of particles owing outward from the Sun. Even though the existence
of such a stream was rst suggested by R. C. Carrington in 1859, the rst simple
physical model was given 100 years later by [Parker, 1958]. However, the solar
wind has been nally conrmed by observations on Lunik 2 and Lunik 3 missions
[Gringauz et al., 1960], after the Parker model was published. These results opened
the interest for comprehensive in situ measurements of the solar wind plasma in order
to obtain more information on the planetary medium and, as the ultimate goal, to
understand heating mechanism of the corona and origins of the solar wind. After
the pioneer mission of Mariner 2 in the solar wind ve decades ago [Neugebauer
and Snyder, 1966], many other successful missions (Helios, Ulysses, Wind, ACE,
STEREO...) provided extensive measurements of in situ solar wind parameters.
Results obtained by these missions improved our understanding of this medium and
to related the interplanetary observations to the solar ones. However, even after half
a century of research, the origin and acceleration of the solar wind are still not fully
understood.

2.1.2 In situ measurements in the solar wind
The most important results of the in situ measurements are ion composition of
the solar wind and properties of the VDF of each particle species. These measurements nd the solar wind to be completely ionized plasma that dominantly contains
protons and electrons coming from hydrogen and small percentage of fully ionized
helium (α particles), making the interplanetary medium a faithful reection of the
coronal plasma. Ions of other elements (see e.g. [Bame et al., 1975, von Steiger et al.,
2000]), solar or interstellar dust (see e.g. [Meyer-Vernet et al., 2009, Zaslavsky et al.,
2012, Le Chat et al., 2013]), are observed only as isolated events and their inuence
on the bulk properties of the solar wind plasma is very small. Therefore, the dust
and heavy ions will not be considered in this work.
The electron VDFs in the solar wind contain three components: the core, the
halo, and the strahl. Core electrons with a speed smaller than the thermal speed vthe ,
are characterized by a bi-Maxwellian with an anisotropy at 1AU of T|| /T⊥ = 1 − 1.5,
where parallel and perpendicular direction are dened with respect to the magnetic
eld.
The main two characteristics of the halo electrons are being isotropic and suprathermal, forming a high-energy tail of the total electron distribution. At the orbit of
the Earth, average values of the density and temperature ratio of the halo electrons to
those of the core are nh /nc ∼ 0.05 and Th /Tc ∼ 6. It is important to note that exact
denition of Th depends on the shape of this component which has been modeled
in dierent ways by many authors. The natural path to use was modeling the nonthermal electrons with another Maxwellian or bi-Maxwellian distribution (see e.g.
[Feldman et al., 1975, Gosling et al., 1987]). However, by careful examination of
the particle analyzers data, it has been determined that the supra-thermal `tails`
of the VDF show a power low decrease toward higher velocities, rather than the
exponential decrease characteristic for a Maxwellian. The power-low κ distribution
model, initially proposed by [Scudder, 1992a, Scudder, 1992b] in order to explain
the high temperature of the coronal plasma, was incorporated into the solar wind
4
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models [Pierrard and Lemaire, 1996, Maksimovic et al., 1997a], and application to
Ulysses data showed somewhat better agreement than the two-Maxwellian model
[Maksimovic et al., 1997b]. Proprieties of the κ distributions will be explained in
detail in Chapters 3 and 4.
The third population is the strahl. It is a sharply eld-aligned beam, where the
electron energy is comparable to that of the halo electrons. The largest importance
of this VDF component is that, even though there is a very small fraction of `beamed`
electrons, they carry a signicant portion of the total heat ux, which plays a key
role in the solar wind acceleration [Zouganelis et al., 2004]. By investigating Helios,
Wind, and Ulysses data, [Maksimovic et al., 2005] showed that the strahl component
is decreasing as we move away from the Sun as it is being scattered into the halo.
The scattering mechanisms of the strahl electrons are still not well known and the
adequate model that explains this topic is needed.
The comprehensive solar wind VDF model, which is widely accepted by the

community, is given by [Stverak
et al., 2009]. This model proposes bi-Maxwellian
core, bi-κ halo and bi-κ beam-like strahl. The strahl component at 1AU is, in
general, small compared to the halo and can be neglected when interpreting radio
measurements [Couturier et al., 1981, Issautier et al., 1999, Salem et al., 2003]. This
is why the strahl is not taken into account in this work. The entire distribution
is shifted outwards from the Sun for a velocity vsw which denotes the solar wind
speed, highly varying in range vsw = 250 − 900km/s in the Solar system. However,
at the orbit of the Earth, there are mainly two types of wind: a fast wind of vsw ∼
700 − 800km/s, with a total electron density around ne ≈ 2 − 3cm−3 , and 10%
of α particles compared to protons, and a slow wind which has a speed around
vsw ∼ 350 − 400km/s at 1 AU, slightly higher total electron density and a helium
abundance which is reduced to ∼ 4% [Matthias et al., 2001].

2.1.3 Solar wind theoretical models
Based on these observations multiple models have been developed in order to
explain heating of the corona and acceleration of the solar wind (these two closely
linked phenomena should not be treated separately). Hydrodynamic approach observes plasma as a uid. This means that the plasma is in equilibrium and the VDF
is Maxwellian, which is at the very start unrealistic for the solar wind. The rst and
most signicant uid model was the one by [Parker, 1958], already mentioned above,
which explains the slow but not the fast fraction of the solar wind above 600km/s.
There were multiple attempts to overcome this problem by generalization of the
Parker's model to bi-uids and multi-uids [Sturrock and Hartle, 1966, Wol et al.,
1971] but macroscopic parameters obtained still do not t well with the observations.
On the other hand, the exospheric approach, rst introduced by [Chamberlain,
1960] assumes that above a critical level called exobase, the charged particles move
freely without collisions along helicoidal trajectories determined by their energy and
pitch angle. When the VDF of the particles is known at the exobase reference level
and the system is described by the stationary version of the Vlasov equation, it can
be calculated at any other point in the exosphere using Liouville theorem. This
approach requires usage of the adequate electric eld model. Namely, the electric
ux of the electronspescaping the corona (which is proportional to the thermal speed
of the electrons) is mp /me ≈ 43 times larger than the proton ux, where mp is the
5
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proton mass. Hence to equilibrate the uxes and to have no net current, an electric
potential of the order of several hundred volts has to be constantly present in order
to attract more electrons towards the Sun. The electric eld associated to the latter
potential will then `push` the protons and accelerate the wind to its supersonic
regime. The shape of the electric eld was rst proposed to be proportional to
the gravitational potential [Pannekoek, 1922, Rosseland, 1924]. However, this eld
model is not realistic and does not explain the fast solar wind. More precise, but
much more demanding when it comes to mathematics, approach to the problem is
using the Vlasov equation with self-consistent electric eld to describe the corona and
the solar wind [Jockers, 1970, Lemaire and Scherer, 1971]. Even thought multiple
upgrades to these models exist (see e.g. [Maksimovic et al., 1997a, Meyer-Vernet
and Issautier, 1998, Pierrard and Lemaire, 2001]), they neglect the fact that position
of the exobase is not the same for dierent kinds of particles. The multi-exosphere
model with dierent exobase positions that uses the Pannekoek-Rosseland electric
eld was proposed by [Brandt and Cassinelli, 1966] but making this kind of a general
model with self-consistent eld is the task that still has not been performed yet. A
review of both uid and kinetic models can be found in [Echim et al., 2011].
All the models described above give theoretical predictions of the conditions inside the corona as well as in the solar wind. Their full verication and development
to a higher level can be done only by probing the solar wind origin region and
performing in situ measurements there for comparison. However, particle analyzer
measurements have shown multiple diculties due to the spacecraft potential [Scudder et al., 2000, Kellogg et al., 2009, Pulupa et al., 2014], not being able to measure
during extreme events [Liu et al., 2014] or even systematically malfunctioning [Fedorov et al., 2011]. This is why the QTN spectroscopy [Meyer-Vernet, 1979] in radio
domain is used as an alternative way to measure plasma VDF moments. The QTN
(excluding the shot noise) is almost completely independent of the potential [MeyerVernet and Perche, 1989] and has multiple advantages for both quick and precise
diagnostics that will be explained throughout following chapters. This is why the
methods that will be presented here are routinely used on various missions (Section
2.5) and will be the important part of science on the Solar Probe Plus [Bale et al.,
2016] - the spacecraft aimed to make in situ measurements inside the corona, down
to 9 solar radii from the photosphere, in the years to come.

2.2 Phenomena of the quasi-thermal noise
When electric antenna is immersed into a plasma and connected to a sensitive
wave receiver it is able to detect electromagnetic uctuations due to the thermal
motion of plasma electrons and ions. These uctuations are measured at the antenna
terminals as a noise that is dominant in the frequency range comparable to the
plasma frequency.
In order to understand the nature of this phenomenon we will consider an idealized case of the spherical dipole antenna that does not perturb the surrounding
plasma. Sucient conditions for the plasma to stay nearly homogeneous near the
antenna are that the antenna radius a is much smaller then the plasma Debye length
LD and that the antenna potential is not large compared to the particles thermal
energy [Laframboise, 1966, Meyer et al., 1974].
At this oversimplied, heuristic approach, we will consider the signal as a sum
6
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of uncorrelated events, each one coming from a single particle. We also neglect
temporal dispersion, limiting our derivation only to very low frequencies and assume
a long dipole L >> LD so that two spheres receive uncorrelated signals.
Consider at rst a single particle that passes near the antenna within the distance
r ≤ LD . This event has a duration τ1 ∼ 2LD /vthe and induces a voltage inside the
antenna in the order of

V1 ≈

e
4π0 r

The Fourier transform of a single event for ωτ1 << 1 is simply V1 (ω) ≈ τ1 V1 . If
the plasma is in thermal equilibrium then we have N1 = 2π 1/2 ne vthe uncorrelated
events. The power spectral density (PSD) is given as V 2 ≈ 2N1 |V1 (ω)|2 [MeyerVernet, 1983] (here, the factor 2 comes from the symmetry of positive and negative
frequencies), yielding

V 2 [V 2 /Hz] ≈

me vthe
≈ 9.5 · 10−17 T 1/2 [◦ K]
π 3/2 0

which is actually not far from the low frequency result derived by more precise
calculations [Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989].
Although the derivation shown above is simple and gives decent estimation for
spherical antenna at low frequencies it is not correct for cylindrical antennas that are
used more often in space instrumentation. Also, the result breaks down at ω ≥ ωp as
the temporal dispersion becomes important. In order to discover the general noise
properties it is necessary to perform the accurate calculation given below.

2.3 Modeling the response of an electric dipole antenna
After understanding the noise received by an antenna on a simple, phenomenological level, we will develop more precise calculations. Thermal motion of the charged
particles generates uctuating electric eld and, if the antenna is immersed in the
plasma, this eld will induce the voltage uctuations measurable at the antenna terminals through the mechanism briey described above. The objective of the QTN
spectroscopy is to determine the plasma VDF characteristics (density, temperature,
fraction of the supra-thermals, drift velocity...) from the measured power spectrum.
From this statement it is clear that both the antenna and the plasma properties will
inuence the spectrum.
In this Section we explore the nature of the QTN measurements in the solar
wind, illustrating how the antenna signal and the elds generated by the plasma are
connected. Further on, we investigate the antenna inuence on the spectrum and
characteristics necessary for interpretation of the measurements.

2.3.1 Voltage power spectral density measured in response
to a uctuating electric eld
In order to calculate the PSD we will assume an ideal antenna made of thin
mesh wires, considering that charged particles can freely penetrate through it while
7
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the electric eld inside the antenna is equal to zero (the so-called `grid antenna`
approximation). Real antennas don't have these properties so the calculations of
the QTN will have to be corrected due to the antenna thickness later on (Section
2.4.3).
Random motion of the charged particles, that is described by velocity distribution f (~v ) produces a current j~p in the plasma. This current produces a random
~ in both antenna and the plasma. Under inuence of this eld the
electric eld E
current, described by the current distribution j~a , is induced inside the receiving
antenna.
From here we can calculate the the tip-to-tip potential dierence V0 on each of the
antenna thin wires in an open circuit (Figure 2.1) using the `induced electromotive
force method` (see e.g. [Schi, 1970]). The power delivered to the antenna is equal
to
Z
~ · j~a d~r
E
where integration is performed over the antenna volume. On the other hand, the
same quantity is given as the product of V0 and the current intensity at the antenna
terminals Ia , so we can write

Z
V0 =

~
~ · ja d~r
E
Ia

(2.1)

Equation 2.1 provides a very important conclusion that the electric potential
dierence between the two antenna arms V0 caused by the random plasma currents
can be determined by knowing the properties of the random electric eld in the
absence of the antenna and the normalized antenna current distribution j~a /Ia . The
formal proof of this statement requires using the Lorentz reciprocity theorem in the
limit of thin wires and is given by [Fejer and Kan, 1969].
However, since the quantity measured by a radio receiver is the PSD, we need
to link it with the voltage that appears on the terminals. This can be done using
Wiener-Khintchine theorem that gives the power spectrum as Fourier transform of
autocorrelation function of the voltage
Z
2
V0 (ω) =
< V0 (t1 )V0 (t1 + t) > eiωt dt
(2.2)
The autocorrelation of the antenna voltage is [Meyer-Vernet, 1979]

< V0 (t1 )V0 (t2 ) >=

Ia−2

Z Z

~ i (~
~ j (~
j~ai (~
r1 ) < E
r1 , t1 )E
r2 , t2 ) > j~aj (~
r2 )d~
r1 d~
r2

The power spectrum is then directly
Z
2
2
~ i (~k, ω)E
~ ∗ (~k, ω) > j~aj ∗ (~k)d~k
j~ai (~k) < E
V0 (ω) =
j
3
2
(2π) Ia
where we have dened Fourier transforms
Z
~
~
~
ja (k) = j~a (~r)e−ik·~r d~r
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~ i (~k, ω)E
~ j∗ (~k, ω) >=
<E

Z Z

~
~ i (~
~ j∗ (~
r1 + ~r, t1 + t)d~r > ei(ωt−k·~r) d~rdt (2.6)
<E
r1 , t1 )E

From Equation 2.4 it is clear that we need to calculate the Fourier transform of
the antenna current distribution (Section 2.3.3) as well as mean squared value of
the electric eld uctuations in order to obtain the noise spectrum.

2.3.2 Measurements in open circuit - antenna gain
The theory given throughout this Chapter is devoted to calculating the PSD
that is induced by dierent plasma particle populations. However, this quantity, dened by Equation 2.4, is related to the electrostatic potential dierence between the tips of the antenna mesh wires (Figure 2.1), while we are only able to
measure it at the antenna terminals. The relation between theoretically calculated
and measured power spectrum is

V02 (ω)

2
Vobs
= Γ2 V02 + Vr2

(2.7)

Figure 2.1: Schema of the dipole antenna. In general, for both dipole and monopole
mode the voltage needs to be measured between one arm and the spacecraft potential
Vsc (see e.g. [Bougeret et al., 1995]). Then, for dipole antenna (investigated in this
work) two values are subtracted to obtain the dierence of two signals. It is worth
noting that this Figure is applicable not only to wire dipoles, but to any antenna
shape that satises approximations given in Section 2.3.1
Here, Vr2 is the receiver internal noise, usually measured in laboratory before the
mission (although the laboratory measurements of Vr2 are not always useful in the
space due to various eects of the spacecraft payload itself). The antenna gain Γ is,
from Figure 2.1

Γ=

Zms
Zmon + Zms

(2.8)

The total `stray` impedance of a monopole is actually combined base impedance
(impedance of the enclosure to the spacecraft body) and preamplier input impedance,
along with some contribution from the cable connections. For measurements in
9
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dipole mode, it is convenient to express the antenna gain given in Equation 2.8 in
terms of the impedance of dipole antenna Zant . Since Zant = 2Zmon and Zstray =
2Zms (see e.g. [Bale et al., 2008]) we can write

Γ=

Zstray
Zant + Zstray

(2.9)

At the frequencies comparable to the plasma frequency in the solar wind, Equation
2.9 can be reduced to (see e.g. [Bougeret et al., 1995, Gurnett et al., 2004, Bale
et al., 2008])

Γ=

Cant
Cant + Cstray

(2.10)

This is the expression for the antenna gain used further on. From the Equation
2.10 it is noticeable that the attenuation factor of the signal depends on the relation
between the antenna and stray capacitance. It is desirable for Cstray to be as small as
possible so the gain can be close to unity because, as value of the gain decreases, the
signal given by Equation 2.7 will be more and more aected by the internal noise Vr2 .
This is dicult to achieve in space missions and we usually have Cstray = 20 − 50pF .
For a wire dipole antenna with Lant and aant being the length and radius of one
arm, the capacitance can be well approximated at low frequencies as

Cant (ω < ωp ) =

π0 Lant
ln(LD /aant )

(2.11)

provided that Lant > LD . In the opposite case (Lant < LD ), the expression is more
complicated to evaluate, but a good approximation is the value which is also viable
at the high frequency limit, given as

Cant (ω > ωp ) =

π0 Lant
ln(Lant /aant ) − 1

(2.12)

As in the solar wind we have Lant = 5 − 50m, aant = 0.02 − 2cm and LD = 3 − 10m
the characteristic values of the capacitance are in the range Cant = 30 − 90pF ,
causing the gain to be Γ = 0.4 − 0.85.
For double spheres we have

Cant = 2πa0

(2.13)

where a is radius of the sphere. These results are given in more detail by [MeyerVernet and Perche, 1989], while some aspects of the antenna capacitance near the
plasma frequency are given in Section 5.1.4.

2.3.3 Antenna current and response function
As demonstrated in Section 2.3.1, the response of an antenna to plasma waves is
strongly dependent on the antenna size and geometry through the current density
j~a (~k). It can be expressed in terms of the so-called antenna response function. Here
we derive this function for wire and sphere dipole antennas, along with some remarks
for other geometries.
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Wire dipole
A dipole made of two wires (we assume that the gap between the two antenna
arms is very small) is a conductor that contains charges free to move along the
antenna. For the case of electromagnetic radiation in vacuum, the current distribution for both transmitting and receiving antenna was calculated by many authors
(see e.g. [Schelkuno and Friis, 1952, Balanis, 1997, Zhong et al., 2008]) and the
result obtained is a standing wave pattern which is sinusoidal with nulls at the tips
and period λ = c/f (where c is the speed of light and f = ω/2π ). This solution
can be simplied when we observe the frequency range up to ∼ 100kHz since the
value of λ is of the order of several kilometers. In this case we have λ >> Lant and
sin (kLant ) ≈ kLant so the sinusoidal form can be replaced with the triangular one
(this assumption is equivalent to consideration of the linear charge density to be
constant along the antenna arms).
On the other hand, if the receiving antenna is immersed in a plasma, it will
observe the waves with kLant ∼ 1. When observing this range of wavenumbers,
the contribution of the surface waves needs to be taken into account [Meyer et al.,
1974] and the current distribution can, in general case, become very complicated.
However, the calculation valid for a wire dipole in the interplanetary medium (where
the antenna can be treated as a thin innite cylinder of radius aant << LD ) was
performed by [Couturier et al., 1981] who showed that the correction due to surface
waves is negligible and the hypothesis of the triangular current is justied. Therefore,
we will use the triangular approximation in the following of this thesis. For a dipole
along the z axis we have

Z

(2.14)

j~a (~r)d~r = Ia (1 − |z|/Lant )e~z

where e~z is the unity vector. The Fourier transform of the current given in Equation
2.14 along both of the antenna arms is, following Equation 2.5

Z

Lant

4Ia
sin2
j~a (~k) =
Ia (1 − |z|/Lant )eikz z dz e~z = 2
k
L
−Lant
z ant

!
kz Lant
e~z
2

(2.15)

Dening the antenna response function as

1
F (k) =
32π

Z ~ ~ ~ 2
|k · ja (k)|
dΩ
Ia2

(2.16)

putting Equation 2.15 into Equation 2.16 and integrating over the entire solid angle
Ω, we obtain an integral of the form

Z

1

F (kLant ) =
−1

sin4 (kLant u/2)
du
k 2 L2ant u2

(2.17)

This integration has been performed by [Kuehl, 1966], giving the result

F (x) = x

−1



1
2
x
Si(x) − Si(2x) − sin4
2
x
2
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which is the antenna response function for an innitely thin wire dipole (Si(x) stands
for the sine integral). For small or large values of the argument x = kLant the wire
dipole response function given in Equation 2.18 can be approximated by

F (x → 0) =

x2
24

(2.19)

F (x → ∞) =

π
4x

(2.20)

The function F (x) and its approximations given by Equations 2.19 and 2.20 are
shown on Figure 2.2.
Taking into account the nite antenna radius aant adds a factor of J0 (kr aant )
[Schelkuno and Friis, 1952, Balanis, 1997] where J0 is the zero-order Bessel function
of the rst kind and kr is the component of the wave vector perpendicular to z axis.
As will be explained below, for real antennas used in space missions (Lant /aant ∼
103 − 104 ), this factor in the computation of the QTN makes negligible dierence if
Lant >> LD (long dipole) and can be neglected for simplicity. On the other hand,
for short dipole the Bessel factor needs to be incorporated into Equation 2.18 to
give

F (x) = x

−1




2
1
4 x
J 2 (kr aant )
Si(x) − Si(2x) − sin
2
x
2 0

(2.21)

which is the general expression used to calculate the theoretical spectrum of the
aligned wire dipole antenna.
If the antenna arms are not aligned then we need to observe the current on each
arm separately. If we have antenna in the xy plane where one arm is along x axis
then, by analogy with the Equation 2.15, we have

j~a (~k) =

!
1 − eikx Lant
i
+
e~x −
kx
kx2 Lant

!
1 − eikr Lant
i
+
e~r
kr
kr2 Lant

(2.22)

with e~r = e~x eiψ and ψ being the angle between the antenna arms. Of course, for
ψ = π we have the linear dipole, returning to Equation 2.15.
The integration of Equation 2.22 to obtain the antenna response function is not
easy to perform. However, [Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989] showed that, if the
dipole is long (Lant >> LD ), it can be replaced by Equation 2.18 since the mean
distance between the antenna arms is large and they observe uncorrelated signals
(except for ω ≈ ωp ) eectively in the same way as if they were collinear. On the
other hand, for a short dipole (Lant << LD ), Lant can be, in the rst approximation,
replaced by the antenna eective length

Lef f = sin (ψ/2)Lant

(2.23)

making a considerable simplication, used in Chapter 4.
This work deals with the wire dipole antennas described here, while some remarks
about spherical dipoles, that are another commonly used antenna geometry, are
given for the sake of completeness.
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Double sphere
For a spherical monopole that consists of two spheres of radius a << LD , separated by L >> a along the z axis we consider an uniform current distribution over
its entire surface (see e.g. [Meyer-Vernet, 1983])
Z
Ia
j~a (~r)d~r =
δ(|~r − Le~z | − a)e~z
(2.24)
4πa2
and, performing the same procedure as for a wire antenna, we have [Meyer-Vernet
and Perche, 1989]


kz L sin (ka)
2Ia
~
~
sin
e~z
(2.25)
ja (k) = −i
kz
2
ka
and, using the Equation 2.16 we obtain



sin x sin2 (x La )
1
1−
F (x) =
2
4
x
x2 La 2

(2.26)

denoting the antenna response function of a dipole made of two small spheres. For
small or large arguments this function can be approximated (considering a → 0) as

x2
24
which is the same value as the one for a wire dipole and
F (x → 0) =

(2.27)

1
(2.28)
4
The function given by Equation 2.26 and approximations given by Equations
2.27 and 2.28 are given on Figure 2.2.
F (x → ∞) =

Figure 2.2: Antenna response function and its approximations for wire dipoles and
double spheres
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2.4 Thermal uctuations of the electric eld in a
plasma measured by the antenna
As explained above, the tensor in Equation 2.4 describes the inuence of plasma
to the noise spectrum. Here, we explore the contributions from both electrons and
protons to the uctuating electric eld and, consequently, to the signal measured by
a `grid` antenna. The correction due to the nite antenna thickness, valid below the
plasma frequency, is calculated in Section 2.4.3.

2.4.1 Voltage uctuations induced by the motion of electrons
When investigating the electrostatic noise produced by the electron motion, we
look at frequencies suciently high to neglect ion motion so that the ions act as an
uniform background of a positive charge. Under this assumption, the autocorrelation
tensor of the electric eld in an isotropic, unmagnetized plasma is given as (see e.g.
[Fejer and Kan, 1969])

Z
2πne e2
∗ ~
~
~
~
d~v f0 (v)δ(ω − ~k · ~v )
< Ei (k, ω)Ej (k, ω) >= 2 2
0 k
#
"
1
ki kj  ~
ω2
ki kj
2
+
δij − 2 |k × ~v | 4 4
(2.29)
k 2 |L (k, ω)|2 2
k
k c |T (k, ω)|2
where we introduce longitudinal and transverse dielectric permittivity as

Z ~
k · (∂f0 (~v )/∂~v )
d~v
(2.30)
ω − ~k · ~v
Z
ωωp2
ω2
f0 (v)
T (k, ω) = 1 − 2 2 + 2 2
d~v
(2.31)
k c
k c
ω − ~k · ~v
From Equation 2.29 we conclude that the electric eld tensor is completely determined by characteristics of the VDF. Putting Equation 2.29 into Equation 2.4
gives
ωp2
L (k, ω) = 1 + 2
k

V02 (ω)

Z
ne e 2
= 2 2 2 f0 (v)δ(ω − ~k · ~v )
2π Ia 0
"
!
#
|~k · j~a (~k)|2
1 ~ ~ 2 |~k · j~a (~k)|2
ω 2 |~k × ~v |2
+
|ja (k)| −
d~kd~v (2.32)
k 4 |L (k, ω)|2 2
k2
k 6 c4 |T (k, ω)|2

which, combined with Equation 2.7, gives the expression for electrostatic noise measured at the antenna terminals, dependent only of the electron VDF of particles and
antenna properties. This result is very general and can be considerably simplied
for usage in space plasmas.
First of all, since for vthe << c the term that originates from transverse waves
and scales with (ω/kc)2 is negligible, it can be omitted. This is the case for both
solar wind and planetary magneto and ionospheres. Considering only longitudinal
waves, Equation 2.32 gains the much simpler form
14
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V02 (ω)

ne e2
= 2 2 2
2π Ia 0

|~k · j~a (~k)|2 ~
B(~k) 4
dk
k |L (k, ω)|2

Z

(2.33)

with

B(~k) =

Z

f0 (v)δ(ω − ~k · ~v )d~v

(2.34)

and we can rewrite Equation 2.33 as

V02 (ω)

16me ωp2
=
π0

Z

∞

0

B(k)F (kL)
dk
k 2 |L (k, ω)|2

(2.35)

The antenna response function F (kL) is dened by Equation 2.16. For two most
common antenna geometries, wire dipole and double sphere, it is given, to a good
approximation, by Equations 2.21 and 2.26, respectively. Using the VDF isotropy
we can rewrite Equation 2.34 as
Z
2π ∞
vf0 (v)dv
(2.36)
B(k) =
k ω/k
The noise expression in the form given in Equation 2.35 is very convenient for
practical usage since it contains only one-dimensional numerical integration with
k −2 factor and function F (kL) that has a power-law decrease (wires, Equation 2.20)
or tends to the constant value (spheres, Equation 2.28), while from Equation 2.30
we see that |L (k, ω)|2 → 1 for high values of k . This is the expression used for
calculation of the antenna signal induced by electrons further on.

Maxwellian electrons - thermal noise
For exploring the noise spectra in space plasmas it is rst needed to understand
the properties of a single Maxwellian noise. From denition of the normalized VDF
−

f0 (v) =
where vthe =
as

p

v2
v2
the

e
3
π 3/2 vthe

(2.37)

2kb Te /me , we can calculate the function B(k) using Equation 2.36
−

ω2
k2 v 2
the

e
(2.38)
π 1/2 kvthe
The longitudinal dielectric permittivity of a Maxwellian plasma can be found from
Equation 2.30, giving the well known result (see e.g. [Fitzpatrick, 2014])
B(k) =

L (k, ω) = 1 +

 ω i
1 h
ω
1
+
Z
0
k 2 L2D
kvthe
kvthe

(2.39)

where LD = vthe /21/2 ωp and Z0 is the plasma dispersion function [Fried and Conte,
1961]. From here we can calculate the thermal noise spectrum using Equation 2.35.
At this point, an important relation between the antenna resistance and PSD
can be made for Maxwellian plasma. Using the method similar to the one presented
in Section 2.3.1 [Schi, 1970] calculated the antenna impedance to be
15
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2i
Zant (ω) =
(2π)3 Ia2 0 ω

Z ~ ~ ~ 2
|k · ja (k)| ~
dk
k 2 L (k, ω)

(2.40)

This expression can be rewritten using Equation 2.16 as

4i
Zant (ω) = 2
π 0 ω

Z
0

∞

F (kLant )
dk
L (k, ω)

(2.41)

and expression for the antenna resistance Rant (ω) = Re[Zant (ω)] is directly

"Z
#
∞
4
F (kLant )
Rant (ω) = − 2
Im
dk
π 0 ω
L (k, ω)
0

(2.42)

where the term Im[−1
L (k, ω)] appears. Knowing that, for real arguments x, Im[Z0 (x)] =
1/2 −x2
π e , we obtain from Equation 2.39

Im[−1
L (k, ω)] = −

2
2π 1/2 ωp2
ω − k2ωv2
the
e
3
k 3 |L (k, ω)|2 vthe

(2.43)

2
Using Im[−1
L (k, ω)] = −Im[L (k, ω)]/|L (k, ω)| and combining Equations 2.35 and
2.42 gives

V02 (ω) = 4kb Te Rant (ω)

(2.44)

which is actually the Nyquist theorem [Nyquist, 1928], satised in the thermal equilibrium. An important characteristic of the power spectrum given by Equation 2.35
is the existence of the so-called `plasma peak` near the plasma frequency where the
real part of L (k, ω) has a minimum. Several examples of thermal noise spectra are
given on Figure 2.3, clearly showing that the peak is more noticeable if dipoles are
longer.
Rough estimation of the peak intensity can be given in a following way. As the
antenna response has the highest value for k ∼ L−1
ant (so waves with the wavelength
∼ Lant are highly preferred) then for Lant >> LD we can develop the permittivity
expression given in Equation 2.39 for ω >> kvthe (see Chapter 5 for details) as

L (kLD << 1, ω ≥ ωp ) = 1 −

ωp2
2
ω 2 − 3k 2 vthe
/2

(2.45)

This approximation is not valid below the plasma frequency while for ω ≈ ωp it can
be reliably used only for very long dipoles (Lant /LD ≥ 10) [Kuehl, 1967]. Using
Equation 2.45, the integral in Equation 2.42 can be calculated analytically, giving

Rant (ω) =

2F (k∗ Lant )
3π0 ωL2D k∗

(2.46)

with

v
!
u
2
1 u
1
ω
t
k∗ =
−1
LD 3 ωp2
16

(2.47)
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From here we can estimate the peak intensity for Lant >> LD by examining the
maximum of F (k)/k . The calculation was done by [Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989]
giving

Lant
(2.48)
LD
Therefore we can see from Equation 2.48 that the peak amplitude increases linearly
with Lant /LD . In a similar fashion, we can nd
V 2 (ωpeak )[V 2 /Hz] ≈ 2 · 10−17 T 1/2 [◦ K]

ωpeak
L2
≈ 1 + 8 2D
ωp
Lant

(2.49)

Equation 2.49 gives quick estimation of the plasma density from position of the
peak. The changes in the plasma peak with Lant /LD (and approximations given by
Equations 2.48 and 2.49) are illustrated on Figure 2.3. The error made by these
approximative expressions is less than 30% for Lant /LD > 7 [Meyer-Vernet and
Perche, 1989].

Figure 2.3: Normalized electron thermal noise spectrum received by a wire dipole
antenna for dierent values of Lant /LD

Enhancement of the noise by the non-thermal electrons - quasi-thermal
noise
Since non-thermal VDFs are ubiquitous in the solar wind, in this paragraph we
examine the eect of fast electrons to the measured power spectrum. In order to
illustrate the quasi-thermal contribution to the noise we will use example of the
two-Maxwellian VDF.
If we have two Maxwellian electron populations - thermal `core` and suprathermal `halo`, then we have
"
#
 ω 
X 1
ω
L (k, ω) = 1 +
1+
Z0
(2.50)
k 2 L2Ds
kvthes
kvthes
s=c,h
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and
ω2

2
X e− k2 vthes
B(k) =
π 1/2 kvthes
s=c,h

(2.51)

By analogy with the procedure from the previous paragraph we can write

Im[L (k, ω)] = Im[Lc (k, ω)] + Im[Lh (k, ω)] =

2
2
− 2 ω2
2π 1/2 ω X ωps
k v
thes
e
3
k 3 s=c,h vthes

(2.52)

and, putting Equations 2.51 and 2.52 into Equation 2.35 we obtain, after few simple
transformations

V02 (ω)

4
= 4kb Tc 2
π 0 vthec

Z

!
dzc F (k)
Th
Im[Lc (k, ω)]+ Im[Lh (k, ω)] (2.53)
zc2 |L (k, ω)|2
Tc

where zc = ω/kvthec . On the other hand, [Couturier et al., 1981] calculated the
resistance of the antenna in a double Maxwellian plasma to be
Z
4
dzc
Rant (ω) = − 2
F (k)Im[−1
(2.54)
L (k, ω)]
2
π 0 vthec
zc
In order to distinguish the double Maxwellian plasma behavior from the thermal
plasma given by Equation 2.44 we can compare the integrands from Equations 2.53
and 2.54. After replacing Equation 2.52, we have

Im[Lc (k, ω)] +

Th
Im[Lh (k, ω)]
Tc

Im[Lc (k, ω)] + Im[Lh (k, ω)]

t−1

=1+

ω2

1+

2
t3/2 k2 vtheh
e
n

−

ω2
k2 v 2
thec

(2.55)

where t = Th /Tc >> 1 and n = nh /nc << 1. We assume that ratio of the integrals
is similar to the ratio of the integrands. This is a very rough approximation but
can be used here for a quick estimation since both integrands are similarly shaped,
positive on the entire domain and their derivatives are not dierent for more then a
factor Th /Tc .
For low frequencies, the exponential part in the denominator tends to unity,
making the denominator on the right-hand side of Equation 2.55 to be approximately
equal to t3/2 /n >> t − 1. This implies that the integrands have the same value
in this approximation, bringing us back to the Nyquist theorem. From here we
make an important conclusion that, at low frequencies, the noise signal scales as
1/2
V02 (ω → 0) ∼ Tc . This is clearly visible on Figure 2.4, where the low frequency
part remains unchanged even though the supra-thermal population parameters are
varied.
If frequency is close to the plasma frequency, we can make use of the fact that,
2
in the solar wind, n << 1 so we have ωp2 ≈ ωpc
. Knowing this, for ω → ωp we can
approximate the exponential term in Equation 2.55 to be

e

2
ω2
− 2 ω2
k2 v 2
k v
theh
thec
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In the QTN spectroscopy we are mostly interested in the long dipole antennas. As
was noted above, the antenna highly favors wavelengths for which k ∼ L−1
ant . This
2 2
implies that, for Lant >> LD the factor k LDc can be considered small, making
the denominator of the Equation 2.55 very close to unity. Consequently, ratio of
the integrands for ω ≈ ωp is approximately equal to the temperature ratio, not
dependent on the integration variable zc , so we have

V02 (ω ≈ ωp )
Th
∼
4kb Tc Rant (ω ≈ ωp )
Tc

(2.56)

showing that the enhancement of the PSD close to the plasma frequency is proportional to Th /Tc . We conclude that the increase in the noise signal for nonthermal VDFs around the plasma frequency is not matched by the increase in the
antenna resistance, justifying the name `quasi-thermal noise` (we will use the nota2
= V02 further on). The more exact analysis give the same enhancement
tion Vqtn
factor (see e.g. [Perkins and Salpeter, 1965, Fejer and Kan, 1969]). The eect of
the supra-thermal electrons on the QTN spectrum, calculated using Equation 2.35,
can be observed on Figure 2.4 by comparing the peak noise intensity with the one
at low frequencies.

Figure 2.4: QTN spectra at the wire dipole antenna in a double Maxwellian plasma
with dierent characteristics of core and halo populations. Plots are normalized to
the same core temperature and Lant /LDc = 8

Basic properties of the QTN spectrum
It is noticeable from both Figures 2.3 and 2.4 that, if the antenna length is
larger then the Debye length, three spectral regions exist - the at spectrum below
the plasma frequency, the `plasma peak` at ω ≈ ωp and the high frequency part with
clear power-law decrease.
As discussed above, the way plasma aects the electric eld is described by the
dielectric permittivity function (k, ω), and for a frequency range around the plasma
frequency, it is enough to observe only its longitudinal component L (k, ω).
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For ω < ωp , it can be easily shown that L → 1+k −2 L−2
D as the plasma behavior is
determined by the Debye shielding, making the spectrum at in this frequency range.
This result is somewhat expected since the Debye shielding causes the antenna to
observe only uctuations within the distance proportional to LD . Another important
characteristic shown above is that the spectrum is dominantly determined by the
1/2
2
thermal component, so we have Vqtn
∼ Tc .
On the other hand, for ω ∼ ωp the permittivity has a sharp minimum, giving an
increase to the signal and characteristic plasma peak arises in the QTN spectrum.
The peak location can be used for quick estimation of the total electron density
(Equation 2.49). Visibility of the peak is determined by two factors: participation
of the supra-thermal particles and the Lant /LD ratio. Both of these features are
discussed above. For nh = 0 the peak is visible for Lant /LD > 2 (Figure 2.3).
At high frequencies, the plasma permittivity scales as L → 1 − ωp2 /ω 2 , independently of the VDF (see Chapter 5 for details). This causes rapid decrease in
the power spectrum and the slope of the signal is determined by the shape of the
antenna response function, yielding ω −3 for wire dipoles and ω −2 for double spheres
[Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989].
However, if the dipole is short Lant < LD then the antenna will sense only up
to the distance comparable to the antenna length, giving nearly white spectrum not
just below plasma frequency but also for ω ∼ ωp . In this case the plasma peak
disappears and it will not be possible to obtain electron density and temperature
from the spectrum as independent parameters. A brief illustration for the case of
STEREO spacecraft that has Lant ∼ LD at 1AU is given in Section 2.5.2 (Figure
2.11) while detailed description is given in Chapter 4.

2.4.2 Voltage uctuations induced by the motion of protons
The uctuations at the antenna terminals induced by protons in the solar
p wind
were at rst expected to be observed around the ion plasma frequency ωi = ωp me /mp .
However, since the solar wind speed is larger than the proton thermal speed vsw >>
vthep , the noise signal is strongly Doppler-shifted towards higher frequencies and is
signicant up to ω/ωp ∼ 0.4 − 0.8, overlapping with the low frequency part of the
electron QTN spectrum. This component can't be neglected in a fast drifting plasma
as the solar wind and we need to calculate the proton induced noise and include it
into the theory.
The presence of a directional factor of the solar wind speed causes necessity of
introducing several characteristic angles. If we set up a cylindrical coordinate system
of axis parallel to vsw and call θ the angle between ~k and v~sw , β the angle between
v~sw and the antenna and dene angle γ as

cos γ = cos θ cos β + | sin θ| sin β cos ϕ
with ϕ being the azimuthal angle of ~k in a plane perpendicular to v~sw . The characteristic angles are shown on Figure 2.5. The proton contribution for a wire dipole
antenna with triangular current distribution (Equation 2.14) can be calculated to
be [Issautier et al., 1999]
20
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Figure 2.5: The angles used for calculation of the proton noise

2
Vpn

me
8np e2 µ
=
2
2
π 0
2πkb Te∗

!1/2 Z
0

Z

1

−1

∞

dk
k3

−µ

(ω−kvsw u)2
k2 v 2
the

du
e
|L (k, ω − kvsw u)|2

Z

2π

dϕ
0

sin4 (kLant cos γ/2)
(2.57)
(kLant cos γ)2

where u = cos θ and µ = vthe /vthep being the ratio between electron and proton thermal speed. Inside the dielectric permittivity factor the Doppler shift is introduced
by replacing ω with ω − ~k · v~sw . Te∗ is generalized electron temperature given as

Te∗ =

me
kb < v −2 >

(2.58)

The generalized
temperature is related to the total Debye length by the expression
p
∗
LD =
0 kb Te /e2 ne . For thermal equilibrium, Te∗ is equal to Te while for two
Maxwellian VDF, it is very close to the core temperature Tc . The result given
in Equation 2.57 is not appropriate for usage in data processing since it contains
demandfull numerical integrations, but it can be considerably simplied for special
cases of the antenna perpendicular or parallel to the solar wind ow.
If the antenna is perpendicular to the solar wind speed we have β = π/2 so
cos γ = | sin θ| cos ϕ and integrals over dierent variables u, ϕ and k given in
Equation 2.57 can be approximated by simpler expressions. This derivation is
performed by [Issautier et al., 1999] for dipole antennas and is valid whenever
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Lant /LD < vsw /vthep ≈ 15 − 20 which is always the case for antennas on space
missions (Section 2.5), giving the result

2
(ω)
Vpn

(2me kb Te∗ )1/2
=
4π0 M

Z
0

+∞

(y 2

yF⊥ (yLant /LD )
dy
+ 1 + Ω2 )(y 2 + 1 + Ω2 + t)

(2.59)

with F⊥ (x) being the antenna response function to a wave eld having cylindrical
symmetry around one preferred direction (in this case direction of v~sw ), derived by
[Meyer-Vernet et al., 1993]
 Z x

Z 2x
8
2
J0 (t)dt −
J0 (t)dt + J1 (2x) − 2J1 (x)
(2.60)
F⊥ (x) =
x
0
0
In Equation 2.59 substitutions Ω = ωLD /vsw , t = Te∗ /Tp and M = vsw /vthe are
made. This result is a good approximation whenever β > 15◦ [Tong et al., 2015],
and is used further on in this work. The dependence of the noise level to the solar
wind speed is given on Figure 2.6, clearly illustrating the eect of Doppler shift
as the drift velocity increases. Since the purpose of the Figure is to illustrate the
Doppler shift eect, the Te /Tp ratio used is kept constant, not taking into account
the well known correlation between Tp and vsw in the solar wind.

Figure 2.6: Normalized proton noise measured by a wire dipole antenna perpendicular to the solar wind speed for Lant /LD = 1 and Te∗ /Tp = 2. The Doppler shift
towards higher frequencies is evident as vsw increases
If the antenna is parallel to the solar wind speed, then the deduction is quite
simplied as β = 0 and cos γ = u, yielding
"
#
4
2
8k
T
sin
(ΩL
/2L
)
1
+
t
+
Ω
b p
ant
D
2
Vpn
(ω) =
ln
(2.61)
π0 vsw (ΩLant /LD )2
1 + Ω2
an analytical expression easy to compute. The result given in Equation 2.61 is shown
on Figure 2.7, again demonstrating the strong Doppler shift as vsw increases. The
sinusoidal term that originates from integration over the azimuthal angle ϕ causes
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the frequency `harmonics` to appear in the spectrum. This approximation is suitable
only for very small angles between the antenna and the solar wind speed (less than
5%) [Tong et al., 2015].
We can also note that the decrease of the signal towards high frequencies is
mostly determined by the term (ΩLant /LD )−2 , making the proton noise for the
antenna parallel to the vsw less important for longer dipoles.

Figure 2.7: Normalized proton noise measured by a wire dipole antenna parallel to
the solar wind speed for Lant /LD = 1 and Te∗ /Tp = 2. The Doppler shift is even
more noticeable than for the case of the antenna perpendicular to the solar wind
speed, shown on Figure 2.6

2.4.3 Shot noise
The discussion in this Section has been so far investigating only the electrostatic
uctuations of the electric eld - assuming that the antenna is `transparent` so that
no particles impact its surface. In reality the antenna has a nite volume and both
absorbs and emits charged particles, causing an additional `shot noise` component
to appear in the power spectrum.
The voltage on the monopole antenna due to electron impacts will decrease by
an amount

V (ω) = Zmon (ω)I(ω)

(2.62)

We consider the current produced by a single impact to be an innitely thin pulse
I1 (t) = eδ(t − t0 ), with a simple Fourier transform I1 (ω)/e = eiωt0 . If during a long
time interval τ we have N (τ ) events then
N (τ )

I(ω) = e

X
j=1

and the power spectral density is
23
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(2.63)
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2
(ω)
Vsn(mon)

22

2

= e |Zmon (ω)|

τ

N (τ )

|

X

eiωt0j |2

(2.64)

j=1

Since the `arrival` times t0j of the electrons are not dependent of each other we
assume that they are regulated by the Poisson process, determined by a ux of the
electrons per unit surface Φ, investigated in detail in Chapter 3. The calculation of
the sum that appears in Equation 2.64 was performed by e.g. [Petit, 1975] through
determination of ensemble average of the exponential factor to be
N (τ )

lim |

τ →∞

X

eiωt0j |2 = N (τ )

j=1

which gives
2
(ω) = 2e2 Smon Φ|Zmon (ω)|2
Vsn(mon)

(2.65)

where Smon is the surface of the monopole and Φ is the ux per unit of the antenna
surface dened as

N (τ )
(2.66)
τ →∞ τ Smon
For a dipole antenna, since the signals are uncorrelated, the result is twice of
the result for a monopole [Meyer-Vernet, 1983]. Including Sant = 2Smon and Zant =
2Zmon , we obtain
Φ = lim

1
2
(2.67)
Vsn
(ω) = e2 ΦSant |Zant (ω)|2
2
As explained in Section 2.3.2, we can write the square modulus of the antenna
−2
impedance simply as |Zant (ω)|2 = ω −2 Cant
so
2
Vsn
(ω) =

e2 Sant Φ
2
2ω 2 Cant

(2.68)

Beside the impact noise given by Equation 2.68 the contribution to the PSD
measured is also given by the electrons that are emitted from the antenna surface.
Since secondary electrons can be neglected most of the time in the solar wind at
1AU [Escoubet et al., 1997] and the ion ux is negligible compared to the electron
ux, then the signal is determined by the electrons emitted due to photoelectric
eect. Since the ux of photoelectrons is usually larger then the ux of incoming
plasma electrons the antenna charges positively in order to establish an equilibrium
between these two components (see Chapter 3 for details). Therefore the current
equilibrium condition is I = Iph or, written in terms of the ux, ΦSant = Φph S⊥ ,
with S⊥ being the illuminated antenna surface. This nally gives
2
Vsn
(ω) =

e2 Sant Φ
2
ω 2 Cant

(2.69)

which is the expression for the shot noise used further on. However, the Equation
2.69 has certain limitations. First, the electron signal is given as the step function
while in reality it has some nite decay time. Second, we completely neglect the noise
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that particle induces on its trajectory to the antenna as well as the collective plasma
eects. These approximations have been widely used by many authors (see e.g.
[Kellogg, 1981, Aubier et al., 1983, Issautier et al., 1999]) as a good approximation
below the plasma frequency. On the other hand, the exact theoretical treatment of
the shot noise that takes into account both particle trajectories and the collective
eects has been performed by [Meyer-Vernet, 1983]. However, the results obtained
require very complicated and time consuming numerical integrations which makes
them unpractical for processing large data sets. This is the reason why, in this work,
we only investigate the shot noise spectra for ω < ωp (Chapter 4), preserving the
validity of Equation 2.69.
Additional component of the spectrum that was not taken into account is the
noise caused by the photoelectrons that leave the antenna, increasing its voltage,
but do not have enough energy to escape the antenna potential well, so then `fall`
back to the surface, decreasing the voltage to the initial value. [Petit, 1975] proved
that the `returning` photoelectrons induce nearly white power spectrum that is at
least an order of magnitude below the one given by Equation 2.69. Approximations
used in this calculation are valid up to ∼ 300kHz so the QTN frequency range in
the solar wind is well covered.

2.5 QTN spectroscopy in space missions
2.5.1 Pioneer work
The rst attempts to send objects to the space were performed right after the Second World War. The V2 rockets, developed in the Nazi Germany as the rst guided
ballistic missiles, were captured in spring of 1945 and the technology was transfered
to the United States, Soviet Union and Great Britain. This was the very start of
the era of rockets that are further developed and used (among other purposes) for
space research. Successful ights in the ionosphere were performed already in 1947
[Katzin and Katzin, 1961], followed by building more and more powerful rockets
and instrumentation for in situ measurements. The pioneer experiments have measured ionosphere parameters up to 200km [Seddon, 1953, Seddon et al., 1954] by
examining indices of refraction of the medium around the rocket. The refraction
measurements had multiple diculties and provided only integral properties along
the ray paths through the ionosphere instead of a `point` measurements. In order to
measure local plasma properties more accurately, the interest for the radio antenna
impedance measurements arose in 1960s leading to rst rocket experiments [Jackson
and Kane, 1959] and multiple theoretical models ([Katzin and Katzin, 1961, Kaiser,
1962, Balmain, 1964]).
The most acknowledged impedance model of a dipole antenna in magnetized
collisional plasma that showed decent agreement with laboratory measurements was
given by [Balmain, 1969]. This model gives hydrodynamic plasma description and is
used as base for the impedance data interpretation on multiple rocket experiments
during 1970s [Bishop, 1972, Hoang, 1972, Meyer and Vernet, 1975] and even up to
this day [Spencer and Patra, 2015].
On the other hand, application of the kinetic theory to the antenna in a magnetized collisional plasma which is applicable to the ionosphere is a very dicult
task which has not been done yet. The calculations have been performed only
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for simple spherical geometry, but even in that case they remain very complicated
[Buckley, 1966]. On the other hand, collisionless models of the antenna impedance
and noise with neglected magnetic eld [Kuehl, 1966, Fejer and Kan, 1969, Schi,
1970], presented in details in Section 2.4, are not applicable to the ionosphere or
magnetosphere, but only to the solar wind plasma and have been waiting for the
spacecraft capable to collect data from the interplanetary medium. This was nally
possible in late 1970s, opening the path to investigation of the Solar system.

2.5.2 Extraterrestrial missions
Here we will give a short overview of the past and ongoing missions in terms
of the contribution to the QTN spectroscopy. The radio wave receivers on most of
these missions were not specically made to detect the quasi-thermal noise. This
is why the antenna and/or instrument characteristics in some cases do not meet
the demands for the `clean` usage of the noise spectrum (given in Section 2.4) in
measuring the plasma parameters. However, even on the missions where QTN was
not planed to be a primary diagnostic tool, it has shown up as a convenient biproduct, providing some useful results.

International Sun-Earth Explorer(s) - ISEE
The International Cometary Explorer (ICE) spacecraft, originally named International Sun-Earth Explorer-3 (ISEE-3) [Ogilvie et al., 1978], was launched August
12, 1978, into a heliocentric orbit. It was one of three spacecraft, along with the
mother/daughter pair of ISEE-1 and ISEE-2, built by a joined eort of NASA and
ESA to study the interaction between the Earth's magnetic eld and the solar wind
[Ogilvie et al., 1977]. While ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 were used to study magnetic elds
near the Earth, ISEE-3 was the rst spacecraft to be placed at the L1 Earth-Sun
Lagrangian point.
The ISEE-3 3-dimensional Radio Mapping Experiment (SBH) [Knoll et al., 1978]
was supplied with a very long dipole made of two 45m antennas with 0.4mm in
diameter. These long and thin antennas were very convenient for detection of the
plasma peak. On the other hand, the SBH receiver had only 24 frequency channels
in the range 30 − 200kHz , which is not a resolution sucient to perform detailed
analysis of the spectra around the peak.
Second problem with this receiver is that the plasma frequency fp = ωp /2π
is usually below 30kHz in the solar wind. This is why the noise that was rst
recognized and analyzed was actually the f −3 slope above the plasma frequency
[Meyer-Vernet, 1979]. The rst comparison of the theory with the observation of the
QTN both around and above the plasma frequency was performed by [Hoang et al.,
1980] for special events with suciently high electron density. Since assumed VDF
was Maxwellian and the spectrum was calculated using the Nyquist theorem given by
Equation 2.44, the theory for ω ≈ ωp was not tting well to the observations. Later
on, [Couturier et al., 1981] accommodated the theory for two Maxwellian distribution
as observed by ISEE-3. This work provided good insight into the inuence of the
supra-thermal electrons to the QTN spectrum and showed decent agreement with
observations (Figure 2.8), even though precise measurements of the non-thermal
characteristics weren't possible due to the poor instrument resolution.
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On ISEE-3, the proton noise was rst observed as `f −1 component below the
plasma frequency` [Hoang et al., 1982], which could not be explained by the QTN
theory. This raised motivation to develop the theory of the noise induced by protons
[Meyer-Vernet et al., 1986], presented in Section 2.4.2.

Figure 2.8: Quasi-thermal noise spectra at the receiver input as theoretically computed (solid line) and measured by ISEE-3/SBH (dots). Figure reproduced from
[Couturier et al., 1981]. Note: content of this Figure, as well as of other ones in
this Section and Figure 4.1, are reproduced as they appear in original publications,
so their formatting could be dierent than for the ones used in the rest of the thesis
Although on the ISEE-3 systematic analysis of the QTN measurements has never
been performed, the great importance of this mission was in motivating the theoretical work in order to explain the SBH spectra. NASA suspended routine contact
with ISEE-3 in 1997, and made brief status checks in 1999 and 2008.

Ulysses - solar wind at high latitudes
Launched on October 6, 1990, Ulysses was intended to explore the solar wind
at high heliographic latitudes (up to ∼ 80◦ ) at distances 1.5 − 4.2AU . The Unied
Radio and Plasma Wave (URAP) [Stone et al., 1992] receiver enabled observations of the QTN with the low frequency Radio Astronomy Receiver (RAR) subinstrument. The receiver was providing 64 equally spaced frequency channels in the
range 1.25 − 48.5kHz , which was quite decent frequency resolution that measured
a `good looking` spectra when connected to a dipole made of two 35m antennas
(2.2mm in diameter).
The Ulysses QTN measurements were suitable for deeper analysis and comparison with results from other instruments. First insights into the problematic and
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results from nearly simultaneous measurements of plasma parameters from the radio
receiver and particle analyzers were given by [Maksimovic et al., 1992] while in-depth
study was performed by [Issautier et al., 1999] with two Maxwellian model, giving
very good agreement between theory and observations (Figure 2.9) and also with the
SWOOPS analyzer [Bame et al., 1992] about the core temperature and total density
values. The main issue with URAP measurements was the low measurement rate
as one spectrum was provided only every 128s. With such a long integration time
the plasma peak expands due to density uctuations and, since the peak size and
shape are determined mostly by non-thermal electrons, disables precise measurements of the halo density and temperature. In order to overcome this diculty,
another statistical study with a single κ VDF model was done by [Le Chat et al.,
2011], deriving a single, total electron temperature along with the κ index that
denotes the participation of the supra-thermals in the VDF (Chapter 3). Apart
from the temperature and solar wind speed proles that were in agreement with
some previous models and measurements [Ogilvie and Scudder, 1978, Scime et al.,
1994, Maksimovic et al., 2000], the obtained values of the κ index also conrmed
increased presence of the supra-thermals in the fast wind at high latitudes. This
result has demonstrated the possibility to measure the VDF properties using the
QTN spectroscopy on Ulysses, even with two-minute sampling period.

Figure 2.9: Thermal noise spectra as theoretically computed (solid line) and measured by Ulysses/URAP (dots). Figure reproduced from [Issautier et al., 1999]
After the July 1, 2008, which was scheduled as the end of the extended mission,
the operations continued in a reduced capacity until the June 30, 2009, when the
communication with the spacecraft was cut o entirely.

Wind
With multiple scientic objectives related to both magnetosphere and the solar
wind, the mission was divided in two phases. From the launch on November 1,
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1994, Wind has spent almost ten years orbiting around the Earth, making numerous
crossings through the Earth's bow shock. The goal of this part of the mission was
to determine the magnetospheric output to interplanetary space in the up-stream
region. Afterwards, in May 2004, the spacecraft was stationed into the Lagrangian
L1 point with fuel for around 60 years in order to investigate basic plasma processes
occurring in the near-Earth solar wind, and has been collecting the data for over a
decade now.
Wind was the rst mission equipped with a device made specially for the QTN
measurements. The Thermal Noise Receiver (TNR) as part of the Waves instrument [Bougeret et al., 1995] collects a QTN spectrum every 4.4s on 96 logarithmically spaced frequency channels in the range 4 − 256kHz . This makes the frequency
resolution to be δf /f ≈ 4.4% which is an order of magnitude of the density measurements accuracy. Very long and thin dipole (one antenna arm 50m long, 0.38mm
in diameter) gives quite clear QTN spectrum while shot noise is negligible.
The studies with the two Maxwellian models were done a decade ago [Salem et al.,
2003], providing histograms that illustrate the variation of the electron density and
core temperature throughout the solar cycle, while the comprehensive analysis of the
Wind data using κ model is currently being performed at the Paris Observatory. The
TNR measurements are very precise and can be used for comparison with data from
other instruments. Since the integration time is short, the results are more accurate
than the ones from similar procedures on Ulysses. Shortly after the launch, the
plasma density data from the TNR and Wind/SWE Faraday Cup [Ogilvie et al.,
1995] was compared on a representative data set, showing a very good agreement
between measured values [Maksimovic et al., 1998]. The cross calibration of the
TNR and Wind/3DP particle analyzer [Lin et al., 1995] is currently in progress at
the University of California, Berkeley and insight into this work is given on Figure
2.10.

Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory - STEREO
STEREO, launched on October 26, 2006, consists of two space-based spacecraft one ahead of Earth in its orbit (STEREO A), and another trailing behind (STEREO
B). The mission intends to understand the causes and mechanisms that initiate coronal mass ejections and accelerate the energetic particles in the low corona, though
it is not primarily made to investigate the QTN. The antennas that are attached to
the STEREO/Waves radio receiver [Bale et al., 2008] are 6m long - shorter then the
Debye length of the surrounding plasma, and 2.86cm in diameter - making the shot
noise dominant. These antenna characteristics make the plasma peak invisible in
the quiet solar wind and it can only be observed during the events with low temperature and high density, usually CMEs (Figure 2.11). Beside the antenna issues, the
STEREO/Waves Low Frequency Receiver (LFR) has 48 frequency channels in the
2.61 − 153.2kHz range, yielding δf /f ≈ 8.2%, so even in rare occasions when the
plasma peak is visible, the density can be determined with just mediocre accuracy.
The QTN on STEREO is examined in detail in this work, with accommodation
of the method, application and results explained in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.10: Cross calibration of the Wind/3DP parameters with the QTN spectra.
Figure reproduced from [Tong et al., 2016] via personal communication

Figure 2.11: The QTN spectra obtained by STEREO A in the quiet solar wind
for Lant /LD ≈ 0.6 (left) and during the CME event for Lant /LD ≈ 2 (right). The
plasma peak is visible around fp ≈ 58kHz on the spectrum presented on the right
panel
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Chapter 3
Orbit limited theory in the solar
wind
It was demonstrated in Section 2.4.3 that the shot noise contribution is linearly
dependent of the antenna surface Sant as well as of the ux Φ of solar wind electrons
impacting the antenna. If antenna has a large surface area, then the shot noise will
be dominant compared to the electron and proton noise. An example of spectrum
overwhelmed by the shot noise is shown on Figure 2.11. As will be shown √
below, the
incoming ux Φ and, consequently, the shot noise roughly scales with ne Te . This
simple relation implies that any kind of systematic errors in calculating the ux will
disable precise measurements of the electron temperature and shows importance of
its estimation to be as correct as possible.
Accurate determination of this factor for plane, cylindrical and spherical geometries in the solar wind plasma, described by κ VDF, is the topic of this chapter.
These calculations are performed in the work [Martinovic, 2016] and presented in
Section 3.3. Previously, we give some basic remarks on nature of the body charging in a plasma (Section 3.1) and give strict denition of the κ distribution and its
parameters (Section 3.2). Generalization to non-ideal geometrical shapes is briey
discussed in Section 3.4 and some applications in the solar wind are described in
Section 3.5. Application to the shot noise on STEREO antennas is given in Chapter
4.

3.1 Phenomena of charge collection in a plasma
When an object is immersed into the plasma it causes electrostatic disturbances
in the surrounding area. The reason for these disturbances that do not exist in
neutral gases lies in the collection of charged particles from the plasma by the
object (afterwards also called collector) surface. Since the light plasma electrons
are faster than the ions, they will more frequently collide with the surface of the
collector. This way the surface gets charged and a `plasma sheath` is formed around
the object [Langmuir, 1923]. The sheath size is of the order of the plasma Debye
length and it contains a net amount of charge in order to balance the potential of
the collector surface [Laframboise, 1966, Franklin, 2003, Allen, 2008]. If there are no
additional processes responsible for electron emission (photoelectric eect, secondary
emission, sputtering...) then the potential is expected to be negative. On the other
hand, photoelectrons ejected from the illuminated surface are approximately for an
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order of magnitude more numerous than the electrons collected from the plasma in
the solar wind [Pedersen, 1995], so the potential becomes positive in order to prevent
loss of too many electrons.
In the pioneer work on this topic [Mott-Smith and Langmuir, 1926] established
the theory of orbit limited motion of particles, calculating the incoming particle ux
on the collector surface for multiple geometries and plasma VDFs. This work has
been extended by many authors. For laboratory plasmas the theory has a lot of
limitations, mostly due to very short Debye lengths [Allen, 1992, Annaratone et al.,
1992]. On the other hand, in electrostatic probe design [Laframboise and Parker,
1973] and space plasmas it has found a great number of applications, especially in
determining spacecraft oating potentials (see e.g. [Scudder et al., 2000, Kellogg
et al., 2009, Henri et al., 2011]).
None of the VDFs which have been considered by previous authors allowed to
take accurately into account the eect of supra-thermal particles on the surface
charging process, even though it was already proven to be important for charging
of dust particles on the solar wind [Meyer-Vernet, 1982, Rosenberg and Mendis,
1992, Mishra et al., 2013]. Namely, non-Maxwellian distributions exhibiting large
non-thermal tails are ubiquitous in several non-collisional plasma environments, and
in particular in the solar wind. The measured non-thermal VDFs are well described

by the κ distribution model [Maksimovic et al., 2005, Stverak
et al., 2009]. Presence
of these fast particles modies both the value of the surface potential and amount
of particles collected by the charged surface of a certain potential. The orbit limited
theory quantitatively describes both of these eects, and is given here for the case of
κ distributions. It will be shown below that the supra-thermals considerably increase
the charge collection. The work presented in this Chapter can be observed as a
generalization of method given by [Laframboise and Parker, 1973] to non-thermal
plasma.

3.2 Denition and characteristics of κ distributions
The κ VDF is actually a generalized Lorentzian [Scudder, 1992a], power law
distribution with higher percentage of supra-thermal particles compared to a classic
Maxwellian, and is dened as


−(κ+1)

Γ κ+1
v2
 1+ 2
f (v) =
3
κvtheκ
(πκ)3/2 vtheκ
Γ κ − 1/2

(3.1)

where Γ(x) denotes the gamma function. The physical quantities are derived from
the VDF moments calculated as
n

Z

∞

< v >= 4π

v n+2 f (v)dv

(3.2)

0

Further on, it is convenient to dene the average velocity as the rst moment of the
distribution


r
κ Γ κ−1
 vtheκ
< v >κ = 2
π Γ κ − 1/2
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Here, < v > is expressed over the thermal speed vtheκ , which is calculated from the
second moment (traditionally dening the kinetic temperature T = m < v 2 > /3kb ,
with m being the particle mass) to be

vtheκ =

2κ − 3 kb T
κ
m

!0.5
(3.4)

p
The average speed < v >κ converges to the Maxwellian value of < v p
>= 8kb T /πm
for very large values of the κ index, while vtheκ converges to vthe = 2kb T /m.
The VDF is dened for κ > 1.5 and for κ → ∞ it reduces to the Maxwellian
distribution. This property is important for the solar wind since value of the κ
index can be understood as a measure of `nonthermality` of the plasma (low values
of κ assume signicant portion of supra-thermal particles while for κ ≥ 10 the VDF
is so close to Maxwellian that it can be considered thermal). The shape of the κ
distributions is given on Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Generalized Lorentzian VDFs for dierent values of the κ index, normalized to f (0) = 1 and T = 10eV

3.3 Flux corrections
Now we deal with the corrections to the ux of incoming particles per unit of
surface area of the charged collector. If the collector which is immersed into the
plasma is not charged (has zero potential) then the ux of incoming particles will
be

n<v>
(3.5)
4
which is a well known result of classical thermodynamics, for any kind of an isotropic
VDF. On the other hand, this result will be modied for a nite value of the potential. As it will be seen below, this change depends on both collector geometry and
VDF of particles.
Φ0 =
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3.3.1 Basics of the model
Since the solar wind plasma we observe here has extremely long mean free paths
(∼ 1AU ) it means that collisions can be neglected. We will assume that radius of the
collector rc is much smaller than particles' mean free path and that every particle
has its own trajectory that comes from `innity` towards the collector. Also, for
cylindrical and spherical collectors, the plasma local Debye length (and size of the
plasma sheath) is required to be very large compared to radius of the collector. Since
LD ≈ 5 − 10m at distances 0.3 − 1AU from the Sun, both of these conditions are
satised in the solar wind.
We observe a particle which is moving with velocity ~v in the electrostatic potential φ(~r). A particle coming from innity φ(∞) = 0 carries the kinetic energy
2
Ek = mv∞
/2. As in a collisionless plasma the particle at any distance r can be
traced back to its position at r → ∞ (the constants of motion are preserved, see e.g.
[Watson, 1956, Bernstein and Rabinowitz, 1959]), then at the distance r its energy
is given as

mv 2
Ek (r) =
+ qφ(r) > 0
2
So, the condition for a particle to reach the collector surface is simply
v≥

2qφ(r)
−
m

(3.6)

!1/2
(3.7)

It has been proven by [Laframboise and Parker, 1973] that this statement stays
valid as long as the VDF at innity is isotropic. This important conclusion enables
the results already known for equilibrium plasma to be expanded to any isotropic
distribution, in this case the generalized Lorentzian.
Consequence of Equation 3.6 is that we can nd density of the particles n(r) by
integrating f (v) over the entire velocity space except the region dened by Equation
3.7.
Z
1
n(r) =
f (~v )d~v
(3.8)
2 v>(−2qφ(r)/m)1/2
The factor 1/2 arises since only the part of the VDF that moves towards the collector
contributes. By analogy, the ux through a collector surface element dened by the
unity vector e~S perpendicular to it is given as
Z
Φ(r) =
~v · e~S f (~v )d~v
(3.9)
v>(−2qφ(r)/m)1/2

In this study we are interested only in calculating the impact rate of the particles
on the collector surface so the only the ux calculations will be presented.
Using this method, the exact correction of particle ux Φ/Φ0 for Maxwellian
distribution was calculated by [Laframboise and Parker, 1973] for three dierent
cases - plane, cylindrical and spherical geometry and for both attracting and repelling potential. The results obtained for attracting potential (qφ < 0) give linear
dependence of the correction from the factor η = −qφ/kb T for spherical collectors,
while for cylindrical ones the solution turns out to be more complicated but tends
to Φ/Φ0 ∼ η 1/2 for high values of the surface potential. If we have qφ < 0, then the
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surface is repelling particles, decreasing the ux by the Boltzmann factor eη . Here,
we review these results and extend them for the case of κ distributions.

3.3.2 Attracting potential
Plane geometry
A at innite collector produces one-dimensional potential well. We will assume
that the object surface is innite in yz frame and potential φ is dispersed over x
axis. For Maxwellian distribution we have

−3 η
Φ = nπ −3/2 vthe
e
Z ∞

Z

√ −2qφ dvx
m

∞

∞

Z

2

−∞

2

2

2

2

2

dvz vx e−vx /vthe e−vy /vthe e−vz /vthe = Φ0 (3.10)

dvy
−∞

Analogously, the expression for κ distributions is

Φκ = n

Γ(κ + 1)
3
Γ(κ − 1/2)π 3/2 κ3/2 vtheκ
Z ∞

Z

√ −2qφ dvx
m

∞

Z

∞

dvy
−∞

−∞

dvz 

vx
1+

vx2 +vy2 +vz2 + 2qφ
m
2
κvtheκ

κ+1 (3.11)

−1
−1
From here we make substitutions x = vx κ−1/2 vtheκ
, y = vy κ−1/2 vtheκ
and z =
−1/2 −1
vz κ
vtheκ . Putting these into Equation 3.11 we obtain

Φκ = n

Γ(κ + 1) κ1/2 vtheκ
Γ(κ − 1/2) π 3/2
Z ∞
√

Z

∞

dx
ηκ

Z

∞

dy
−∞

−∞

dz 

x
1+

x2

+

y2

+

z2

− ηκ

κ+1 (3.12)

where

ηκ = −

2
qφ
2κ − 3 kb T

(3.13)

Result of the integral in Equation 3.12 is π/(2κ(κ − 1)) and is not dependent on φ.
Replacing Equation 3.3 into this solution we obtain

Φκ = Φ0κ =

n < v >κ
4

(3.14)

concluding that the particle ux does not depend on the surface potential in the
plane geometry for κ distributions as well as for the Maxwellian one.
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Cylindrical geometry
In this geometry it is convenient to use cylindrical coordinate system with z axis
parallel to the central axis of the collector and θ as the angle between the particle
velocity projection to the xy plane and x axis. We choose the surface element to be
perpendicular to x direction so e~S = e~x and ~v · e~S = vr cos θ. The integration over θ
is only for positive values of vx which brings us to the Equation 6 in [Laframboise
and Parker, 1973] for ux per unit of surface

Φ=

−3 η
nπ −3/2 vthe
e

Z

∞

Z

√ −2qφ dvr
m

π/2

Z

∞

2

2

2

2

dvz e−vr /vthe e−vz /vthe vr2 cos θ

dθ

(3.15)

−∞

−π/2

for Maxwellian distribution, which gives the well-known result
(3.16)

Φ = Φ0 [2π −1/2 η 1/2 + eη erfc (η 1/2 )]

where erfc (x) is the complementary error function. Now we use the same approach
for κ distribution, rewriting Equation 3.15

Φκ = n

Γ(κ + 1)
3
Γ(κ − 1/2)π 3/2 κ3/2 vtheκ
Z ∞

Z

√ −2qφ dvr
m

π/2

Z

∞

dθ
−π/2

−∞

vr2 cos θ

dvz 
1+

+vz2
vr2 + 2qφ
m
2
κvtheκ

κ+1 (3.17)

−1
−1
From here we make substitutions x = vr κ−1/2 vtheκ
and y = vz κ−1/2 vtheκ
and, after
performing a trivial integration over y , obtain
Z
x2 dx
4Γ(κ + 1/2) ∞
(3.18)
Φκ = Φ0κ 1/2
π Γ(κ − 1) √ηκ (1 + x2 − ηκ )κ+1/2

For zero value of the potential we have

Z
0

∞

π 1/2 Γ(κ − 1)
x2 dx
=
(1 + x2 )κ+1/2
4Γ(κ + 1/2)

(3.19)

and the result is simply Φκ (φ = 0) = Φ0κ . In general case (non-zero potential),
Equation 3.18 can be represented in terms of regularized hypergeometric function
2 F̄1 as

Φκ = 2Φ0κ π −1/2 Γ(κ + 1/2)[Γ(κ)]−1 ηκ1−κ 2 F̄1 κ − 1, κ + 1/2, κ, 1 − ηκ−1



(3.20)

For dierent integer values of κ the general solution can be obtained by performing recursive integrations by parts. The results for κ ≤ 5 are given in Table 3.1, and
Figure 3.2 illustrates larger number of solutions (since, for example, the expression
for κ = 50 is the 49-order polynomial it is inconvenient to tabulate all the results).
The Equation 3.20 quanties the increase in the incoming particle ux received
by a cylindrical collector at a given potential in non-thermal plasma. It is clearly
visible that the correction is not negligible if the Maxwellian is replaced by κ VDF.
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Figure 3.2: Particle ux correction factor in cylindrical geometry due to attracting
potential for dierent values of κ index. Black line is the result given by [Mott-Smith
and Langmuir, 1926] and [Laframboise and Parker, 1973] for Maxwellian electrons

Since for wire dipole antennas in the solar wind we have aant << LD then we can
observe them as innite cylinders and this result can be used for precise estimation
of the shot noise level given by Equation 2.69.

κ
2

Φκ /Φ0κ
1−(2η)3/2
1−2η
9+61/2 η 3/2 (2η−5)
(3−2η)2
−500+101/2 η 3/2 (175+12η(η−7))
4(2η−5)3
19208+141/2 η 3/2 (−5145+2η(1323+10η(2η−27)))
8(7−2η)4

3
4
5

Table 3.1: Expressions for correction of the particle ux due to attracting potential
of a cylindrical collector for multiple values of κ index.

Spherical geometry
In this case we use spherical coordinates with polar axis along z direction, and
angle θ that satises vz = v cos θ. If we choose the surface element to be perpendicular to the z axis, we obtain for Maxwellian distribution

Φ=

−3 η
nπ −3/2 vthe
e

Z

∞

Z

√ −2qφ
m

dv

π/2

Z
dθ

0

2π

dψe−v

2 /v 2
the

v cos θv 2 sin θ

(3.21)

0

resulting with Φ = Φ0 (1+η). On the other hand, the same method for κ distribution
gives
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Figure 3.3: Particle ux correction factor in spherical geometry due to attracting
potential for dierent values of κ index. Black line is the result given by [Mott-Smith
and Langmuir, 1926] and [Laframboise and Parker, 1973] for Maxwellian electrons

Z ∞
Z π/2 Z 2π
v 3 sin θ cos θ
Γ(κ + 1)
dv
dθ
dψ
Φκ = n
κ+1 (3.22)

√ −2qφ
3
Γ(κ − 1/2)π 3/2 κ3/2 vtheκ
2 + 2qφ
0
0
v
m
1 + κv2 m
theκ
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Substituting x = vκ−1/2 vtheκ
we obtain

Z
Φκ = Φ0κ 2κ(κ − 1)

∞

√

ηκ

x3 dx
(1 + x2 − ηκ )κ+1

(3.23)

which is solved to give

Φκ = Φ0κ

2κ − 2
1+
η
2κ − 3

!
(3.24)

These linear solutions are given on Figure 3.3, clearly showing that spherical
collectors are more sensitive to the variation of the VDF than cylindrical ones.
However, this result is, in most cases, usable only as a rst approximation since
there are almost no real objects in the solar wind that have precisely spherical
shape, as spacecraft body is usually not spherical and the double sphere antennas
need to be placed on a boom that aects the particle collection. Limitations of the
theory are discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.

3.3.3 Repelling potential
All the calculations above assume positive η and ηκ , which means that the potential is attractive. If it is not the case then we deal with the repelling potential which
will eectively reduce the incoming particle ux. In order to calculate this ux, we
make use of the same condition given in Equation 3.7, taking care that modulus
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Figure 3.4: Particle ux correction factor due to repelling potential for dierent
values of κ index. Black line is the result given by [Mott-Smith and Langmuir,
1926] and [Laframboise and Parker, 1973] for Maxwellian electrons

of the velocity vector v can't be negative. This eectively means that, when ηκ is
negative, the integration in Equations 3.12, 3.18 and 3.23 can't go below zero. All
three of these Equations give the same result

Φκ = Φ0κ (1 − ηκ )1−κ

(3.25)

and we conclude that the repelling potential provides the same correction to the
incoming ux regardless of the collector geometry. Also, for very large values of κ,
Equation 3.25 converges to the well-known Maxwellian limit Φ = Φ0 eη . The result
is given on Figure 3.4, clearly showing that high values of the repelling potential can
decrease the particle collection for more than an order of magnitude.

3.4 Validity of the theory for non-ideal collector
shapes
If the collector is not an ideal cylinder or sphere then it is necessary to acknowledge limits of usage of the theory given above. As it was noted in Section 3.3.1, the
`orbit limited criterion` is that all particles arrive to the collector from `innity`, so
none of the particles can originate from the collector surface, for the results above to
be valid. If we assume the opposite - that a particle does originate from the surface
of the collector and then returns to it, then that particle needs to reach a point
where it will have zero kinetic energy Ek (and maximum distance from the surface)
before it starts to `descend` back. Consequently, the criterion is Ek = 0 for spherical
surfaces and Ek⊥ = 0 for cylindrical ones. The important implicit condition is that
the radius of the `returning` orbit, when the theory breaks down, needs to be smaller
than the equipotential surface radius at point of tangency.
Since these analyses are observing only a single particle without any collective
eects, then the results given by [Laframboise and Parker, 1973] are valid for κ
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distributions as well as for the Maxwellian one. This is why the full derivation of the
criteria will not be repeated here, but only the results for the sake of completeness.
If we have cylindrical collector then, ∂φ/∂r > 0 for all values of r, and it will
not be possible for any of the particles that satisfy conditions from Equation 3.7
to pass the surface twice, so we conclude that `orbit limited criterion` is valid for
cylinders for any kind of VDF. The same authors showed that we can apply the
theory not just for circular cylinders, but for any kind of a convex cylinder. On the
other hand, for spheroids there are limitations for the ratio of major to minor axis.
For a prolate spheroid, maximum `allowed` ratio is 1.653 and for oblate `Earth-like`
one, the maximum ratio is 2.537.
For more complicated collector shapes the problem is, in general, very dicult to
calculate, but some general remarks can be given. If the collector is not completely
convex (there are at surfaces on it), then the theory will not be applicable. The
same can be claimed for surfaces that contain `cusps` since at these particular points
we have innitely small radius of equipotential surface. The complicated shapes of
spacecraft bodies are the reason why the theory of particle collection can be used
only with very rough assumptions and up to a very small condence level. This
statement has been conrmed for geometries of several spacecraft (see e.g. [Kellogg
et al., 2009]). On the other hand, antennas can be considered to be close to innite
cylinders and the theory given here has turned out to be very useful (Chapter 4).
The accuracy of the results for the antennas depends mostly on the condence level
of determining the photoelectron parameters (see next Section for details).
In general, the geometries that appear in both space missions and laboratory
experiments are never perfectly shaped as in the theory presented in Section 3.3 and
we will always have some smaller or larger deviations from the orbit limited criteria.
One of the ecient ways to estimate the inuence of these geometrical irregularities
is usage of dierent simulations. However, performing a reliable simulation is a
dicult task, even for the simplest realistic conditions, and demands developing of
very ecient and optimized softwares (see e.g. [Roussel et al., 2005]) as well as
powerfull supercomputers.

3.5 Applications in the solar wind
Velocity distribution of both protons and electrons has been measured with particle analyzers during various missions and analyzed in detail by many authors.
These results show that the κ index is varying with heliographic distance and solar
wind speed. The closest distance covered with spacecraft that give reliable VDF
measurements is up to ∼ 0.3AU . By analyzing the data, it has been proven (see

e.g. [Stverak
et al., 2009]) that, beside the Maxwellian core that carries ∼ 90% of
all particles, the κ index is decreasing with distance from the Sun for both halo and
strahl components. Moreover, it is also evident that κ is lower for the fast solar
wind.
Measured values give κ ≈ 10 at 0.3AU decreasing with ∼ r0.65±0.15 for the slow
wind (for both halo and the strahl), κ ≈ 7 at 0.3AU decreasing with ∼ r0.45±0.1
(halo) and κ ≈ 14 at 0.3AU decreasing with ∼ r0.9±0.1 (strahl) for the fast wind

[Maksimovic et al., 2005, Stverak
et al., 2009]. Approximate values (with ∼ 20%
measurement errors) are given on Figure 3.5. These values, along with changes in
temperature and density of the solar wind, determine the incoming particle ux Φ0κ
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of κ index for non-thermal parts of VDFs measured by Helios

between 0.3 and 1 AU. Results are given in details in the work by [Stverak
et al.,
2009]. Uncertainties of the results are less than 25%

as well as the corrections given in Section 3.3 as a function of distance from the Sun.
On the other hand, as already described in Section 2.4.3, the electron kinetics
on the collector surface is determined by the photoelectric eect. Flux of the photoelectrons Φph depends only on the sunlight intensity (decreasing as square of the
distance from the Sun) and properties of the surface material. For a given cover
material and frequency of incident radiation, the rate at which photoelectrons are
ejected from the surface is directly proportional to the intensity of the incident
light. Some order of magnitude estimates of both the ux of plasma electrons and
the photoelectron ux at zero potential are given on Figure 3.6. On the Figure we
use parameters Φph = 1 − 5 · 1014 (r[AU ])−2 [m−2 s−1 ], n = (5 ± 1)(r[AU ])−2 [cm−3 ]
and T = 10(r[AU ])−0.8 [eV ]. The way these factors aect the shot noise spectrum as
we move towards the Sun is briey discussed below and illustrated in Section 6.1.
The equilibrium condition which determines the surface potential is that current
produced by the photoelectrons escaping from the collector potential well and by
electrons being collected from the surrounding plasma Φκ are balanced. If distribution of the emitted photoelectrons is Maxwellian, then the current balance equation
at the collector surface is

S⊥ Φph e

eφ
b Tph

−k

= SΦκ

(3.26)

where S⊥ and S are sunlight and total surface of the collector, charge q is replaced
by −e and Φκ is given by Equations 3.14, 3.20 and 3.24, depending on the geometry.
With Tph we mark the photoelectron temperature. The value of this parameter has
been measured by many authors and is found to be ∼ 3eV (Henri et al. 2011) for
spacecraft covers and ∼ 2 − 2.7eV for standard BerylliumCopper (BeCu) antennas
(Scudder et al. 2000, Pedersen et al. 2008, Kellogg et al. 2009). With assumption
of these parameters, the potential φ of the collector can be found as the solution of
Equation 3.26. Since values of Φκ are for an order of magnitude below values of Φph
in the solar wind, it is clear that potential of the antenna and spacecraft surface will
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Figure 3.6: Approximate values for photoelectron ux at zero potential of standardly
used BeCu antennas Φph (red) and ux of plasma electrons Φ0κ (green). Values of
the κ parameter used are given on Figure 3.5, assuming the slow solar wind. Width
of each line represents range of parameters measured by various authors

be positive - attracting for electrons and characteristic values at 1AU , calculated
using the standard parameters given above, are φ ≈ 3 − 9V for both spacecraft and
antenna surface (see Section 4.2.1 for details). Negative potential can appear only
in shadowed areas.
It is important to note that Equation 3.26 neglects secondary electrons. As fast
electrons have higher probability to induce the secondary emission, this approximation can become problematic for small values of the κ index (usually in the fast
solar wind and at very large distances from the Sun where even κ ≈ 2 was measured
[Maksimovic et al., 1997b, Le Chat et al., 2011]). This problem was discussed by
[Meyer-Vernet, 1982] while investigating potential of dust grains and also noticed
during examination of the spacecraft oating potential in the fast solar wind using
particle analyzers data from Wind mission [Salem, personal communication]. At
this point, we can just conclude that results based on the current balance derived
in this Section should be taken with some reserve when dealing with large fractions
of supra-thermals and that inuence of the secondary electron emission on charging
processes needs to be detailedly investigated in the future.

Comparison of oating potential values in the κ and Maxwellian cases
The method of determination of the collector potential (antenna or spacecraft)
needs to be used to perform or upgrade various in situ measurements in the solar
wind. In this work we estimate the potential in order to nd the ux of the plasma
electrons arriving at the surface of the antenna (which we assume to be equal to the
photoelectron ux leaving the antenna in equilibrium). The factor Φ from Equation
2.69 is determined self-consistently by solving Equation 3.26 for given parameters
Φph and Tph . It turns out that the photoelectron parameters strongly aect the
calculated value of Φκ , signicantly decreasing the accuracy of determined plasma
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VDF moments if the shot noise is dominant in the spectrum. This is the case
for the study presented in Chapter 4 where the problem of postulating adequate
photoelectron parameters is discussed in more detail.
Even though the correction of incoming particle ux has to be taken into account
when calculating the shot noise (Section 3.3), the value of surface potential is not
considerably changed. We can prove this statement by comparing the potential
calculated by Equation 3.26 for cases of Maxwellian and κ distributions. If we mark
these two potentials as φ and φκ and calculate them using ux expressions Φ and
Φκ then we can subtract two versions of Equation 3.26 to obtain

"

Φ
ln
Φκ

#
=

e
(φκ − φ)
kb Tph

(3.27)

The uxes given of the left hand side of Equation 3.27 are equal to the ux of
electrons impacting the antenna at zero potential given by Equation 3.5 times corrections given in Section 3.3. As for the `worst case`, that is, the largest ux ratio
and potential dierence is for a spherical collector, we can write

"r

φκ
Tph [eV ]
=1+
ln
φ
φ[V ]

eφ
kb T
2κ−2 eφκ
2κ−3 kb T

1+

κ
κ − 3/2 1 +

#
(3.28)

At 1AU , value of the potential is 4.5 − 5.5V for standard solar wind parameters
if S⊥ /S = 0.5. We can illustrate its variation with κ using Equation 3.26 to selfconsistently calculate the potential with κ as the only varied parameter. The result
is shown on Figure 3.7. It is noticeable that the potential ratio is around 1% for κ ≈
4−5, standardly measured at 1AU , while it can increase up to ∼ 5% for κ = 2. From
here we can conclude that the dierence induced by the supra-thermal electrons
aects the accuracy of the QTN spectroscopy less than standard uncertainties of
the instruments (see Chapter 4 for details) and much less than uncertainties of the
photoelectron parameters.
Since the ratio between the photoelectron and plasma ux remains of the same
order of magnitude as we move towards the Sun (Figure 3.6), the expected values of
the potential will also remain of the same order of magnitude (∼ 3 − 9V ), so eφ/kb T
fractions on the right hand side of Equation 3.28 should not exceed 0.5. This implies
φκ − φ < 1V even for κ = 2 and the potential dierence tends to zero as κ increases,
as expected. Also, as the logarithmic slope of the plasma ux given on Figure 3.6
is larger than the slope of the photoelectron ux (which is exactly equal to 2), the
potential should slightly increase with distance.
In order to conrm these conclusions, we can calculate, again using Equation
3.26, the potential for both Maxwellian and κ distributions with solar wind and
photoelectron parameters given on Figures 3.5 and 3.6 for wide range of distances
from the Sun. The result is given on Figure 3.8, showing that indeed the dierence
between two potentials is less than 1V even if we assume a VDF with signicant
portion of supra-thermals. However, it must be noted that this result is only a
decent approximation since eects of both secondary electrons and strahl, that might
become important close to the Sun, are neglected.
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Figure 3.7: The cylindrical (left) and spherical (right) collector potential variation
with κ index for dierent values of the electron temperature. The photoelectron
parameters and electron density are assumed to be constant and equal to Φph =
1014 m−2 s−1 , Tph = 2eV and n = 5cm−3 , respectively, which are standard values
at 1AU , and S⊥ /S = 0.5. The potential value (not shown here) varies between
φ = 4.7 − 5.7V , and decreases with the temperature. Inuence of the κ index is
small and causes changes that are less than 5%, even for very low temperatures and
low values of κ

Figure 3.8: Approximate collector potential values calculated using Equation 3.26
with Maxwellian and κ models for the quiet solar wind conditions described above
and shown on Figures 3.5 and 3.6. For purposes of illustration, we assume Tph and
S⊥ /S to be the same as on Figure 3.7. Value of the κ index used has a power-law
decrease from 12.8 to 2.2 throughout the plot range

Eect of the strahl
The strahl is well described by the κ distribution that is shifted by mean velocity
vbeam and exhibits larger temperature anisotropies compared to the halo. Conse44
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quently, in the reference frame moving with velocity vbeam , it can be described by a
standard κ VDF with mean velocity < v >s0 given by Equation 3.3. The ux corrections calculated in Section 3.3 still apply, but the value of ux at zero potential
need to be calculated as
Z
Φ0 = ns ~v · e~S fs (~v )d~v
(3.29)
where fs (~v ) is the normalized anisotropic distribution described above. Contribution
of this component is additive to the isotropic part.
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Chapter 4
Electron temperature deduction on
STEREO/WAVES using the QTN
spectroscopy
In this Chapter, we apply QTN spectroscopy to the STEREO A and B spacecraft
in order to obtain electron moments. These measurements are of importance as
STEREO/SWEA (acronyms and brief descriptions of the instruments are given
in Section 4.1) electron analyzers malfunction in detecting the low energy (below
45eV ) electrons since beginning of the mission and, at present time, no reliable
measurements on thermal electrons exist on board these spacecraft [Fedorov et al.,
2011]. In general, it is possible to obtain electron local density ne and kinetic
temperature Te as independent parameters from the analysis of a QTN spectrum
due to the existence of the plasma peak, as described in Section 2.4.1. However, since
STEREO is equipped with 6m monopoles and orbits at 1AU from the Sun, where
local Debye length is of the order of 10m, the peak is expected to be observed only
under special circumstances, e.g. in structures of high density and low temperature
where the Debye length is small [Bougeret et al., 2008].
Beside VDF, the QTN spectrum is highly aected by size and shape of the antennas which, on STEREO/Waves, have a large surface area [Bale et al., 2008], and
shot noise dominates the power√spectrum at frequencies lower than ωp . Therefore,
measurement of the product ne Te can be derived from the shot noise spectra. Such
kind of analysis has been previously performed by [Zouganelis et al., 2010] to derive
the stray capacitance of the STEREO/Waves dipole. It is important to note that the
method described here is impossible to perform when nanodust impact bursts are
detected by the dipole, because the signal caused by dust is very high due to large
antenna radii [Meyer-Vernet et al., 2009, Pantellini et al., 2012] and overwhelms the
thermal noise.
Before describing the details of the QTN spectroscopy technique accommodated
for STEREO instrumentation (Section 4.2), we will introduce some basic aspects
of the mission (Section 4.1). Further on, we use STEREO/LFR measurements of
the QTN, coupled with proton density measurements by PLASTIC instrument to
provide electron temperature data for both STEREO A and B spacecraft (Section
4.3).
Due to lack of electron analyzers data to use for calibration, we compare the
results of our analysis with the electron temperature provided by Wind using data
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from the period when Wind and STEREO B were positioned close to each other
(Section 4.4) in a similar way as it was done by [Zouganelis et al., 2010]. This
comparison shows that our technique is reliable when integrated on a timescale of
the order of 50 to 60 minutes. In addition to this real-time test, electron temperature
histograms accumulated over ten months by Wind particle analyzers and the QTN
spectroscopy technique on board STEREO A are nally compared, showing a good
agreement between Wind and STEREO results.
Finally, since the ultimate goal of the study described above (which can be also
found in [Martinovic et al., 2016b]) is to provide, for the rst time, a continuous
survey of the electron temperature on STEREO, we will analyze possibilities and
issues related to making such database in Section 4.5.

4.1 The STEREO mission
STEREO is the third mission in NASA's Solar Terrestrial Probes (STP) program
that has a primary goal to understand the physical processes between the Sun and
Earth. Beside STEREO, Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere Energetics and
Dynamics (TIMED) mission, exploring Earth's mesosphere and lower thermosphere,
operates since 2001, Hinode (Solar-B) mission that aims to observe magnetic eld
structure of the Sun operates since 2006 and Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS)
mission that examines the Earth's magnetosphere operating since 2015 are also part
of the program.
Primary science objective of the mission is to explore in detail the physical background of origin and propagation of CMEs. Energetic particle acceleration in the
low corona and the interplanetary medium as well as the ambient solar wind are
partially explored.
Two nearly identical spacecraft - one ahead of Earth in its orbit (STEREO A)
and the other trailing behind (STEREO B) make both in situ and remote sensing
observations simultaneously. The payload of each spacecraft contains four sets of
instruments.
Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI) [Howard
et al., 2008] contains set of chronographs along with visible light and UV imagers
in order to primarily observe propagation of CMEs. The SECCHI observations are
not used in this work.
In-situ Measurements of Particles and CME Transients (IMPACT) [Luhmann
et al., 2008] is a suite of seven instruments for various particle and magnetic eld
measurements. The IMPACT Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA) [Sauvaud
et al., 2008] is particularly important for this work. Namely, the instrument was
designed to make precise measurements of the electron distribution at 1AU but it
experienced a serious malfunction, giving compromised low energy measurements
(up to 45eV ). Consequently, the electron VDF moments are not possible to accurately determine from the SWEA data even though some approximative modeling
is still possible [Fedorov et al., 2011]. This problem motivated the work presented in
this Chapter - processing the radio instrument data to obtain the electron moments.
The Plasma and Supra-thermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC) [Galvin et al., 2008]
provides measurements of kinetic properties and composition of ions and high energy particles. In this work, the data from PLASTIC was used for both obtaining
proton parameters and electron density estimate, so the electron temperature could
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be measured independently (see Section 4.3 for details). The data itself has been
updated several times by the instrument team during the mission, each time improving the accuracy of the results, but detailed analysis of the data show that further
improvements are necessary.
The radio measurements are performed by STEREO/Waves [Bougeret et al.,
2008] with primary intention to study the solar Type II and Type III radio bursts.
These measurements are collected by the High Frequency Receiver (HFR). The Low
Frequency Receiver (LFR) gives measurements of the low frequency part (2.6 −
153kHz ) of the spectrum, which is of interest for the QTN spectroscopy, and is
described in more detail in Section 4.2.2. A Fixed Frequency Receiver (FFR) measures radio emissions at around 30M Hz , at high time resolution, for purposes of
comparison with ground-based radioheliograph measurements. Time Domain Samplers (TDS) makes in situ analysis of the waveform on electric antennas, giving the
data very important for the radio bursts. The instrument hardware contains three
mutually orthogonal Lant = 6m monopole antennas; each antenna is having an average radius of aant = 1.15cm [Bale et al., 2008]. The three monopoles are deployed
away from the Sun so that they remain out of the elds of view of sunward looking
instruments. The antennas are placed on the anti-sun side of the spacecraft in such a
way that X and Y monopoles are inclined by β ≈ 125◦ and Z monopole by β ≈ 145◦
to the Sun-spacecraft direction (this is the angle dened in Section 2.4.2 and shown
on Figure 2.5), which gives approximate relations for the ratio of total to illuminated
antenna surface Smon /S⊥x ≈ 4.41, Smon /S⊥y ≈ 3.84 and Smon /S⊥z ≈ 6.19 [Kellogg
et al., 2009]. All three antennas are mounted at the same location on the spacecraft
body. The position and layout of the antennas are shown on Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: A plot of the antennas position with respect to the spacecraft payload.
This Figure is reproduced from [Bale et al., 2008]
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4.2 QTN spectroscopy on STEREO/Waves
The goal of this Section is to provide the generic spectrum as it is supposed to
be measured by the LFR in quiet solar wind conditions. We use the theory given
in Chapters 2 and 3 with parameters of the spacecraft given in Section 4.1. After
calculating the theoretical spectrum we will be able to compare it with the data.

4.2.1 Accommodation of the theory to STEREO antennas
The QTN method can be applied to measurements in the frequency range above
the ion plasma frequency up to the region of signicant galactic radiation (∼ few
hundred kHz [Zaslavsky et al., 2011]). In this range, the voltage spectral density
measured at the terminals of an electric antenna in the solar wind consists of three
dierent contributing noises described in details in Section 2.4: the electron quasi2
thermal noise Vqtn
due to the ambient electrons thermal motion, the proton noise
2
Vp due to the protons thermal motion which is Doppler-shifted by the solar wind
2
bulk speed and the electron shot noise Vsn
due to electron impacts on the antenna.
All three of these components are highly aected by antenna size and shape. The
spectrum observed by the receiver is, following Equation 2.7
2
Vobs



2
2
2
2
= Γ Vqtn + Vp + Vsn + VLF
R
2

(4.1)

2
Here VLF
R is the receiver internal noise, given by [Bougeret et al., 2008] and Γ is the
antenna gain (see Section 2.3.2). Stray capacitance for STEREO/Waves has been
measured to be Cstray ≈ 32pF [Bale et al., 2008, Zouganelis et al., 2010]. The value of
the antenna capacitance is a function of frequency, but it can be approximated by a
constant factor at any frequency except at ω ∼ ωp (see Chapter 5 for details). Actual
value of the STEREO/Waves antenna capacitance is measured by [Bale et al., 2008]
to be ≈ 63pF for a monopole which should be equivalent to twice the capacitance of
a dipole. The given value is in good agreement with approximation for Lant < LD
(which is not always the case on STEREO) given by Equation 2.12 that, after
replacement of the antenna parameters given in Section 4.1, yields Cant ≈ 31.7pF
for a wire dipole. From here the antenna gain is given by Equation 2.10 to be
Γ ≈ 0.49.

Electron quasi-thermal noise
The signal measured due to quasi-thermal noise is given by Equation 2.35. The
argument of the antenna response function dened by Equation 2.21 is kLef f . Since
on STEREO we have 90◦ angle between the monopoles (Figure 4.1) then, following
Equation 2.23, Lef f ≈ 4.25m in the limit Lant << LD . This value of Lef f is a
2
is only a small
rough approximation, but it can work well for STEREO since Vqtn
contribution to the power spectrum.
The function B(k) is calculated for κ distribution (dened in Equation 3.1) using
Equation 2.36 to be


Γ κ+1
 (1 + zκ )−κ
B(k) = 1/2 3/2
π κ kvtheκ Γ κ − 1/2
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with zκ = ω/κ1/2 kvtheκ while the longitudinal dielectric permittivity, has been calculated by [Le Chat et al., 2009] to be
!
2πωp2 κ − 1/2
L (k, ω) = 1 + 2
+ zκ Iκ
(4.3)
2
k
πκvtheκ
The factor Iκ is given by


Γ κ+1

Iκ = 3/2 2
π κvtheκ Γ κ − 1/2
!
#
"Z
∞
1
iπ
1
1
dxκ + 2
(4.4)
−
(x2κ + 1)κ+1 (zκ2 + 1)κ+1
(zκ + 1)κ+1
−∞ xκ − zκ
where xκ = v/κ1/2 vtheκ . For general values of κ, this expression requires a numerical
integration over xκ inside the another numerical integration in Equation 2.35. However, for integer values of κ an analytical solution can be obtained using integration
by residues. The calculation was performed by [Chateau and Meyer-Vernet, 1991],
producing the result

zκ2 ωp2
L (k, ω) = 1 + 2
ω
κ

(−2)κ+1 X (κ + p)!
1
2κ − 1 + izκ
κ+1+p
(2κ − 3)!! p=0
p! (2i)
(zκ + i)κ+1−p

!
(4.5)

which is a much more convenient expression numerics-wise and will be used throughout this Chapter whenever the QTN spectrum is calculated for integer values of the
κ index.
The Equation 4.5 has a low frequency limit

ωp2 2κ − 1
L (k, ω → 0) = 1 + 2 2
k vtheκ κ
from where one can read the Debye length in terms of κ distributions as
vtheκ
LD =
ωp

κ
2κ − 1

(4.6)

!1/2
(4.7)

that, of course, converges to the Maxwellian limit LD = vthe /21/2 ωp for large values
of the κ index.

Proton quasi thermal noise
The theoretical expressions for the proton noise are given in Section 2.4.2. Since
the STEREO antennas are not far from being perpendicular to the solar wind bulk
velocity, the Equation 2.59 is used to calculate the proton contribution. The generalized temperature used is given from Equations 2.58 and 4.7 to be

Te∗ =

2κ − 3
Te
2κ − 1
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Electron shot noise
For ω < ωp , the shot noise on a wire dipole is approximated by Equation 2.69.
The antenna potential is calculated for a given density and temperature using the
electron current balance Equation 3.26 where we treat the antenna as an innite
cylinder and use Equation 3.20 to describe relation between the antenna potential
and the incoming ux. The Sant /S⊥ ratio is given in Section 4.1.
Here, we use values Φph = 1014 m2 s−1 and Tph = 2eV , which are in the low range
of the results given by previous authors and are also lower then the ones obtained
in laboratory measurements for BeCu antennas (see e.g. [Spencer, 1975]). Namely,
in the space, these parameters are modied by changes in the work function of the
surface due to impurities of the material. Also, the secondary emission of electrons
(which has been neglected in our calculations) can aect the electron current balance.
This makes that the exact values of the photoelectron parameters are unknown and
need to be chosen empirically. If these parameters are not correctly chosen, then
the systematic error in measurements of Te will appear. For these purposes we
processed a large data set and made histograms of the electron moments, which are
then compared with the data from Wind (see Section 4.4 for details). We chose
these values as they do not imply any systematic error in our test.
The antenna potential φ has been calculated for wide range of electron densities
and temperatures and is given on Figure 4.2. For conditions of quiet solar wind
(ne ≈ 2 − 10cm−3 , Te ∼ 10 − 15eV ) value of the potential is φ ≈ 3 − 8V . This
produces the correction to the electron impact rate and, consequently, the shot
noise for a factor of 1.3 − 1.6 but for lower temperatures, usually observed in some
CMEs, the correction can increase up to 50% of its initial value and highly aect
measured results.

Figure 4.2: Dependence on plasma parameters for the potential of the STEREO
antenna. For this example, κ = 4 is assumed
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4.2.2 The LFR instrument
LFR [Bougeret et al., 2008] is a digital spectral analyzer that produces voltage
power in three 2-octave bands (Table 4.1), covering frequency range from 2.6 to
153.2kHz with spectral resolution δf /f ≈ 8.7%. Each one of the bands includes 16
logarithmically spaced frequency channels. Frequency range of LFR is actually the
range of dominating electrostatic noise in the solar wind (see Section 4.2.1). Time
resolution of measurements is ≈ 38.5s, and the spectral analysis is performed on
board in order to obtain the voltage PSD.
Band
Frequency range [kHz]

A
2.61-9.58

B
10.44-38.30

C
41.77-153.22

Table 4.1: Frequency bands of the STEREO/LFR
Internal noise of the receiver [Bougeret et al., 2008] is at least an order of magnitude below the measured power spectrum. The spectrum expected to be observed
by LFR instrument for typical plasma parameters in free solar wind at 1AU is shown
on Figure 4.3. Shot noise is dominant at low frequencies and gives the shape of the
spectrum which is almost linear at logarithmic scale. However, other contributions
cannot be neglected in the analysis since sum of the QTN and the proton noise
becomes equal to the shot noise at f ∼ 0.6fp . It is worth noting that the spectrum
shown is valid only at frequency range where shot noise can be approximated by
Equation 2.69 (for f < fp ).

Figure 4.3: Theoretical spectrum of noise observed by STEREO. Shot noise is dominant (black line). Proton contribution is displayed by dashed line and QTN by dotted line. LFR instrument noise is given by red dots. The thick solid line is the total
of the noise components. Assumed conditions in the solar wind are: n = 5cm−3 ,
Te = 10eV , κ = 4, vsw = 340km/s, Tp = 4.3eV , fp ≈ 21kHz . Receiver gain is
assumed to be Γ ≈ 0.5
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4.3 Data analysis
4.3.1 The tting procedure
The QTN spectrum is a function of 6 independent parameters: electron and
proton densities ne and np , electron and proton kinetic temperatures Te and Tp , solar
wind bulk velocity vsw and κ index. In general, these parameters can be obtained
separately by tting the spectrum given in Equation 4.1 [Le Chat et al., 2011].
Unfortunately, on STEREO this is not possible, since short and thick antennas cause
the shot noise to overwhelm all other contributions. Also, the condition Lef f < LD ,
valid for STEREO in the free solar wind, makes the plasma peak that is normally
used for accurate estimation of electron density, invisible. The almost linear shape
of the spectrum (Figure 4.3) allows us to derive only one independent parameter.
Consequently, we t the data with a single free parameter - the electron temperature,
while other parameters were taken from PLASTIC instrument. Electron density, not
measured by PLASTIC, was approximated to be equal to the proton density plus
an additional 8% due to presence of around 4% of α particles in free solar wind
[Matthias et al., 2001], which are also not detected by the proton analyzer.
On the other hand, the eective temperature obtained by application of the
model to the data is slightly dependent of the value of `κ` index. This value needs to
be assumed before data processing. The `true` value of κ in the solar wind may vary

signicantly depending on distance from the Sun [Maksimovic et al., 2005, Stverak
et al., 2009] and solar wind speed [Maksimovic et al., 1997b], and has been measured
by various authors (see e.g. [Zouganelis, 2008, Le Chat et al., 2011]). Some details
and illustrations on the κ index are given in Section 3.5. Most of the authors evaluate
κ ≈ 4 ± 1 in the slow wind at 1AU , which is the position of STEREO (Figure 3.5).
This parameter aects all three components of the spectrum (electron, proton and
shot noise) but, combined, κ value changes the power spectrum by less than 2% for
κ ≥ 3 in the case of STEREO. Figure 4.4 represents the level of the power spectrum
at 6.2kHz calculated using our model. Variation between the signal expected to be
observed for κ ≥ 2 (the range of commonly observed κ index at 1AU , see Section
3.5 for details) is smaller than 10%. In order to avoid multiple parameter tting of
the data set which is almost linear in logarithmic scale, we use the constant value of
κ = 4 further on, as done by some previous authors. This approximation is justied
since the error in measurement of Te that is produced by assuming√the constant
value of the κ index is less than 3% for κ ≥ 3 due to approximate ne Te scaling of
the measured signal. This error is much less than uncertainties that originate from
the instrument (Section 4.3.2).
Since the Equation 2.69 only holds for f < fp [Meyer-Vernet, 1983], all the
frequencies above 9.58kHz have been excluded from the tting process (only Band
A of the LFR is used). This way we consider only the part of a spectrum below the
plasma frequency and each spectrum is tted using 16 frequency channels.
The main issue of the tting procedure was ltering of measured spectra by
quality and establishing criteria for their usability. Indeed, measured spectra are
very sensitive to any kind of `pollution` by dust impacts, which can appear and
cover the thermal noise. This kind of spectra are not taken into account since their
usage is propensed to give some unrealistic and incorrect results during the massive
tting procedure applied to the entire STEREO database (10 years, until now, of
data with ∼ 40s time resolution).
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Figure 4.4: Level of the theoretical spectrum at 6.2kHz for dierent values of κ
index. Plasma parameters are ne = 7.39cm−3 , Te = 11eV , vsw = 349.1km/s,
np = 7.32cm−3 , Tp = 6.5eV . Receiver gain is assumed to be Γ ≈ 0.5. The spectrum
level is nearly at for κ > 3

Spectra with dust impacts are completely excluded as unusable. They are fairly
easy to recognize due to characteristic f −4 spectrum characteristic and very high
intensities of signal [Meyer-Vernet et al., 2009]. The reason for such high sensitivity
of STEREO antennas to dust impacts occurrence close to a monopole, compared
to other spacecraft, is the large antenna radius aant [Pantellini et al., 2012], which
causes the signal to be 4-5 orders of magnitude above the usual shot noise signal.
These features were used by [Meyer-Vernet et al., 2009] and [Le Chat et al., 2013] to
discover and study nanodust impacts on STEREO. Linear tting of every spectrum
is performed. If the slope obtained from linear t lg f, lg V 2 is less than −1.8 for
entire spectrum or less than −3 for rst ve data points (2.6−3.7kHz ), the spectrum
is not taken into account. The reason for this treatment is the fact that signals
caused by dust can manifest, in certain occasions, only at very low frequencies. The
application of the criteria is illustrated on Figure 4.5 for a randomly picked day on
STEREO B. The daily summary plot is given on the same graph clearly denoting
dust impacts with high intensities, especially in Band A. The spectra with dust show
a good match with the spectra below the red line.

4.3.2 Necessity of averaging of the results
The electron kinetic temperature measured by the model described above is very
sensitive to the level of power spectrum measured by the receiver in the case of
STEREO. Namely, for all three components (QTN, proton and shot noise) the noise
level is roughly scaled with Te0.5 . This means that the value of measured Te can vary
signicantly with any kind of uctuations in measurements. Figure 4.6 illustrates
this eect. It is noticeable that measurement errors of the LFR instrument [Bougeret
et al., 2008] are of the order of ∼ 20% and theoretical curves for wide range of
temperatures are `passing through` the instrument uncertainties. This inevitably
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Figure 4.5: The linear t criteria applied to 2233 spectra during 2.7.2008. on
STEREO B. The slopes from lg f, lg V 2 linear tting are shown in black. Red line
represents the slope equal to −1.8 and all the spectra below the line are excluded.
The time shown on the x axis is also valid for the summary plot

leads to a very big dispersion of the results, even for periods when `true` value of
the electron temperature remains approximately constant.

Figure 4.6: Example of LFR spectrum. Measured values are given by asterisk
symbols with marked error bars. Plasma parameters measured by Wind (Section
4.4) for given time have the same values as on Figure 4.4, with κ = 4. Spectra
calculated using the model for multiple values of Te are given in dierent colors

In order to overcome this eect, averaging of results over certain time interval
needs to be performed. This way, the result of the measured electron temperature
is given as an average value for the chosen period. To choose the time interval most
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suitable for averaging, we compared temperature measurements using the technique
described above to measurements performed by Wind. For this we use the same
period which was used for the measurement of base capacitance by [Zouganelis
et al., 2010]. Figure 4 of that paper shows a histogram of measured Cstray values
that also conrms the existence of the strong uctuations described here. Details
of the comparison, as well as criteria used to determine the averaging time interval,
are given in Section 4.4.
Since, in the process of averaging, we assume that the `true` value of Te does
not change during the given time interval, value of the error bars are calculated
as standard deviations
of the mean value of the results during the averaging period
√
∆ < Te >= σ/ N , where N is number of measurements and σ is standard deviation
of the measured Te values during the time interval. This kind of treatment of the
averaged temperature error neglects changes of the value of Te during the given
time interval, as well as error of each particular measurement, so the values of the
∆ < Te > can be (sometimes highly) underestimated.

4.4 Comparison with Wind
4.4.1 Real-time test and averaging intervals
Electron analyzers on both STEREO spacecraft are not functioning properly
since launch [Fedorov et al., 2011] and, unfortunately, there is no data on thermal
electrons at all, so that validity of the results cannot be conrmed in real-time.
In order to validate our results we compared value of Te derived by the model
(Section 4.2.1) to the one measured by Wind when STEREO B was positioned just
behind it. Namely, during the observed day (9.1.2007), in the early phase of the
STEREO mission, while STEREO B was performing its rotation around the Earth
in preparation to start rotating around the Sun, it formed a straight line with the
Sun and Wind, which was standardly located at L1 point at ∼ 0.99AU .
Unfortunately, during the selected period, there was no PLASTIC data so all
particle data necessary for the analysis is taken from Wind. For providing electron
data on Wind, the Wind/Waves Thermal Noise Receiver (TNR) [Bougeret et al.,
1995] plasma peak (clearly visible because of long and thin antennas) was used for
a reference value of the electron density, since that is crucial for our obtaining of
accurate electron parameters. Using ne obtained this way, ts of the VDF, as it is
measured by Wind 3-Dimensional Plasma (3DP) analyzer [Lin et al., 1995], were
performed. Some details of this procedure are given in [Pulupa et al., 2014]. Finally,
we applied the tting procedure described in Section 4.3.1 with parameters np and
Tp measured by Wind Solar Wind Experiment (SWE) Faraday Cup [Ogilvie et al.,
1995], ne and vsw measured by Wind/3DP (as described above) and κ = 4. The only
tted parameter was electron temperature which is compared with Te measured by
Wind/3DP. Figure 4.7 presents the results of this comparison.
Electron temperatures from Wind and STEREO B are plotted, showing a good
agreement when spacecraft are close to each other (the relative position is shown by
the blue line). On this Figure it can be noted that Te is highly underestimated at
the rst part of the day (until 8 A.M). The reason for this is a very strong change
of the electron density at Wind itself, as Wind/3DP measures ne ∼ 25cm−3 during
this period, and we conclude that the electron densities did not have the same value
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for the two spacecraft. Because of the conspicuous sensitivity of the model to the
assumed electron density, the dierence of parameters on Wind and STEREO can
highly aect results of our test, giving unrealistic values. For this very reason, period
before 8 A.M. of this particular day was not used for base capacitance measurement
in the previous work of [Zouganelis et al., 2010].
Choice of the time duration on which to perform averaging is a compromise
between decrease of the statistical error (assuming that Te does not change during
the time interval) and time resolution of the results, so it needed to be chosen
empirically. On Figure 4.7 are represented multiple averaging times. Time statistical
error decreases as number of averaged results (time interval) increases. On the
other hand, electron temperature is not constant over time, and for longer time
intervals results will have larger deviations, depending on how the `true` value of
Te varies. Consequently, the `optimal` time interval for averaging of results can be
found using these two premises. From the test period shown at Figure 4.7 the 60
minutes time interval has been selected and used further on, since the uncertainties
of the measured Te do not decrease for longer averaging periods.

Figure 4.7: Electron temperature as measured by STEREO B/LFR on 9.1.2007
averaged over dierent time intervals (circles). Te from Wind/3DP data used for
comparison is given in red. Blue line stands for the angle between lines that connect
Wind and the Sun and Wind and STEREO B
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4.4.2 Processing a large data set
For additional verication, all the STEREO A spectra from 10 months (March to
December) in year of 2007 have been processed and histogram plots were compared
with Wind measurements. It is worth noting that around 85% of this period is
covered by the nanodust bursts [Zaslavsky et al., 2012], so number of spectra used
from STEREO A is much smaller than number of those taken from Wind, but still
enough to perform the statistics. Results are given on Figure 4.8. It is noticeable
that PLASTIC gives more scattered values for proton density compared to well
calibrated Wind measurements. Although both histograms peak at the same value
(≈ 2cm−3 ) values of np are, in general, underestimated by PLASTIC but higher
densities (especially in the range np = 5 − 8cm−3 ) are measured more often than
on Wind. Consequently, measured electron temperature is overestimated and also
existence of low-temperature `tail` can be noticed. The source of this tail is due to
measurements where overestimation of density is evident on PLASTIC. To conrm
this statement, we made a `test` histogram (not shown here) where we exclude all
measurements with np > 5cm−3 . On this histogram, the low-temperature tails do
not exist.

Figure 4.8: Histograms of electron density and temperature measured by Wind/3DP
(red lines) and evaluated for STEREO (blue line) for ten months during the year of
2007. Here, as electron density is given the proton density measured by PLASTIC
increased by 8% (Section 4.3.1) and electron temperature is calculated by applying
our model to the STEREO A/LFR data
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In order to verify the method, we compare histograms of ne Te . Result is
shown on Figure 4.9 and there is relatively good agreement between measurements
from both spacecraft. Dispersion of results that originates from PLASTIC can also
be noticed on this Figure. Processing of PLASTIC data has been approached in
dierent ways several times during the STEREO mission and, as soon as values of
plasma density are updated, we will be able to provide reliable measurements of the
electron temperature.

√
Figure 4.9: Histogram ne Te measured by Wind/3DP (red line) and STEREO (blue
line) for the same data set as on Figure 4.8

4.5 STEREO electron moments database
Based on the tools given in this Chapter, the continuous survey of the electron
moments can be made for 10 years
√ of the STEREO data. At this point, it is
possible to make a database of ne Te . The time interval for a single data point
can be chosen arbitrarily but taking shorter intervals will signicantly increase the
uncertainties (Figure 4.7). The uncertainties themselves still need to be accurately
determined since they are strongly dependent on the PLASTIC measurements errors
(the PLASTIC has been considered errorless in the present study) and are expected
to be ∼ 40%. The work on this preliminary data is currently in progress.
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In order to improve the procedures described in Section 4.3 several steps forward
can be made. First, the errors of each particular t need to be taken into account.
This would imply that, if we note ∆Tei as one σ uncertainty of i-th measurement,
the average over the time interval would be calculated from

Te

X
i

X Tei
1
=
(∆Tei )2
(∆Tei )2
i

(4.9)

so the most probable value should be an average of measurements, using the squared
reciprocals of their uncertainties as weights.
The accuracy of the method would be signicantly increased if the entire 48-point
spectrum would be tted with an adequate model. The Equation 2.69 presently used
is correct only below the plasma frequency and we are forced to exclude two thirds
of measured points. The precise theory is done by [Meyer-Vernet, 1983]. However,
the numerics required to follow this theory is very robust, even for thermal plasma,
which makes it inconvenient for processing of large data sets. This model requires
additional work on precision and, especially, optimization.
The processing of the entire spectrum would be also helpful in resolving another
important issue of this work. Namely, the measured temperature values can vary
signicantly due to photoelectron parameters Φph and Tph . As explained above,
these values need to be empirically chosen in order to reduce systematic errors, so
their aection to the results should be as low as possible. This is hard to accomplish
when only the low frequency part of the spectrum is used. It is also worth noting
that the `true` value of the photoelectron ux is changing over time due to changes
in the antenna surface work function, so a more comprehensive analysis is required
in this topic.
Beside the additional work described in this Section, some `ne tuning` can also
be done to the tting procedure. First of all, it was shown that the value of the
κ index is partially dependent on the solar wind speed [Maksimovic et al., 1997b]
where smaller κ corresponds to the fast wind. Further on, the solar wind helium
abundance is considered constant in the present study. In reality, this value varies
with the solar wind speed and the solar cycle (Section 2.1.2). Several models on this
topic have been developed (see e.g. [Ogilvie and Hirshberg, 1974, Matthias et al.,
2001]) but even with usage of these models the percentage of the α particles used
in our analysis remains just a decent approximation.
After nalizing the work on all the improvements given above and their implementation into the method described throughout this Chapter, realization of the
nal version of the electron temperature database will become possible. Including
of the entire LFR spectrum should, as explained above, signicantly decrease the
measurement errors. The nal values of the uncertainties are hard to predict at this
point since they will remain dependent on the uncertainties of PLASTIC but they
are expected to still be higher than standard values provided by particle analyzers
on other missions.
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Chapter 5
QTN spectroscopy in weakly ionized
collisional plasma
The technique shown in Chapters 2 and 3 has been widely used for in situ space
plasma diagnostics in both solar wind and planetary magnetospheres (see e.g. [Moncuquet et al., 2005, Le Chat et al., 2011]), that is, in nearly perfectly collisionless
plasma. On the other hand, laboratory and ionospheric plasmas (especially at lower
ionospheric layers), dominantly consist of neutral atoms and molecules, which frequently collide with electron population. The antenna impedance in a collisional
plasma has been theoretically treated in the hydrodynamic approximation (which
is reliable above the plasma frequency) by [Balmain, 1964] and measured in various
rocket (see e.g. [Hoang, 1972, Spencer and Patra, 2015]) and laboratory experiments
(see e.g. [Hall and Landauer, 1971, Blackwell et al., 2007a, Blackwell et al., 2007b]).
In this Chapter, we will accommodate this technique to weakly ionized collisional
plasmas using kinetic approach [Martinovic et al., 2016a]. Therefore, we propose,
for the rst time, a treatment valid below the plasma frequency, which was not
the case for the hydrodynamic models. It turns out that the QTN spectrum is
modied both at low frequencies, increasing level of the power spectrum, and around
the plasma frequency, where collisions damp the plasma oscillations and therefore
broaden and reduce amplitude of the plasma peak, while the spectrum at high
frequencies is nearly unmodied compared to the collisionless case. Based on these
results, we show that the QTN spectroscopy enables independent measurements of
the collision frequency, electron density and temperature if the ratio of collisional
to plasma frequency is ν/ωp ≥ 0.1. The method presented here can be used for
precise estimation of plasma parameters in laboratory devices and unmagnetized
ionospheres. The opposite is also possible, as the method itself can be studied for
cases of dierent antenna geometries in controlled environment of a plasma facility.
On the other hand, application in the ionosphere of Earth is possible but limited to
small, low frequency range due to magnetic eld inuence.
In Section 5.1 we calculate QTN generic spectrum for collisional plasma and
explore some of its features for wire dipole antennas. Double sphere antennas are
not investigated in detail in this Chapter, for two reasons. First, these two commonly
used geometries show very similar behavior of the QTN spectra for ω ≤ ωp , with
only some quantitative dierences [Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989] and it is also
the case for corrections due to collisions. Second, it was proven by [Meyer-Vernet,
1983] that shot noise overwhelms the signal on sphere antennas at low frequencies.

5.1. Thermal noise in collisional plasmas
This is why spherical dipoles are usually avoided in the QTN measurements.
In Section 5.2 we investigate the applicability of our theory to ionospheric and
laboratory plasmas. Magnetic eld in the ionosphere of Earth causes fundamental
modications to the entire spectrum. Because of this, usage of the QTN kinetic
collisional theory for unmagnetized plasma is still possible, but is strictly limited
to very low frequencies and tiny frequency range around cyclotron harmonics. We
further on deal with problems in real laboratory plasmas, dening the conditions for
which the theory is valid and usable in experiments. It is concluded that absolute
value of the antenna potential should be as low as possible in order to avoid unwanted
eects of the plasma sheath, while, as already noted in Section 2.3.3, usage of tiny
dipoles is obligatory in order to preserve the simple form of the antenna current
distribution.

5.1 Thermal noise in collisional plasmas
For plasmas in thermal equilibrium, the thermal noise power spectrum is described by Nyquist formula (Equation 2.44), where the wire dipole antenna resistance is given by Equation 2.42.
Plasma dielectric function L (ω, ~k) can be obtained for collisional, weakly ionized,
unmagnetized plasma using Boltzmann equation

e ~ ∂f (~v )
∂f (~v )
+ ~v · ∇f (~v ) − E
·
= Ξv [f (~v )]
(5.1)
∂t
m
∂~v
Here, Ξ[f (~v )] is a collisional operator that depends on the nature of collisions. In
this study, we consider electron-neutral collisions, in which case the it can be written
in the fairly simple following form [Bhatnagar et al., 1954].
Ξv [f (~v )] = −ν[f (~v ) − f0 (~v )]

(5.2)

where f0 (~v ) is an equilibrium electron VDF, assumed to be Maxwellian in a collisional plasma. The longitudinal dielectric permittivity is possible to derive using
Equation 5.1 and set of Maxwell and charge continuity equations. This straightforward but lengthy calculation was performed by many authors (see e.g. [Alexandrov et al., 1984]) to obtain

1 1 + (z + iν 0 )Z0 (ζ)
L (k, ω) = 1 + 2 2
k LD 1 + iν 0 Z0 (ζ)

(5.3)

Here we use substitutions

ζ = z + iν 0
ω
z=
kvthe
ν
0
ν =
kvthe
Using Equations 2.42 and 2.44 the thermal noise can be calculated numerically
and is shown on Figure 5.1. It is noticeable that the plasma peak is damped and that
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Figure 5.1: QTN power spectra observed by a long wire dipole antenna (Lant /LD =
16) for dierent values of the collision frequency. Result for ν = 0 is identical as the
one in Section 2.4.1

its location in the spectrum is slightly varying. Both features are important when
ν/ωp > 10−2 and can be directly used to measure the electron density, temperature
and collision frequency if the spectral resolution is satisfactory. The low frequency
part of the spectrum is evidently increased for ν/ωp > 0.1 and this eect is important
to take into account in order to avoid overestimation of the electron temperature
when it is examined using the `thermal plateau` below ωp (Section 2.4.1). On the
other hand, the high frequency part is almost completely unmodied by collisions.
It is important to note that the trend shown on Figure 5.1 is commonly present for
long dipoles and change in the Lant /LD parameter only changes the peak to plateau
signal ratio (see Section 5.1.3 for details). We give a closer insight below for each of
these spectral domains.

5.1.1 Low frequency limit
If we write the plasma dispersion function in the form of the imaginary error
function as
2

Z0 (ζ) = π 1/2 e−ζ [−erf i(ζ) + i]

(5.4)

it can be approximated by series for small values of z as
02

Z0 (ζ) ≈ iπ −1/2 eν erf c(ν 0 ) − 2z − 2iν 0 z 2 + ...

(5.5)

where erf c(x) stands for the complementary error function. Putting Equation 5.5
into 5.3 and then into Equation 2.42, after some tedious calculations we have
r
Z ∞
8 LD
kF (kLant )
(5.6)
Rant (ω → 0, ν) =
h
i2 M (ν)dk
3
π 0 ωp 0
2
2
1 + k LD
with
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02

M (ν) = 

eν erf c(ν 0 )

1 − ν 0 π 1/2 eν 02 erf c(ν 0 )

(5.7)

This term can be simplied for small values of ν 0 as

M (ν → 0) ≈ 1 + π −1/2 (π − 2)ν 0 + (π − 3)ν 02 + ...

(5.8)

Comparison with numerical results is shown on Figure 5.2. It is worth noting that
using only the rst term from Equation 5.8 gives error less than 0.15% for ν/ωp <
10−2 and less then 2% for ν/ωp ∼ 0.3 compared to the precise value calculated
using Equation 5.3, while the computation time diers for a factor of ∼ 20. This
approximate expression is valid for the entire frequency range below ωp .
In the collisionless limit, ν = 0 implies M = 1 and we turn back to the well
known expression that can be derived using the usual Debye screening dielectric
function L (ω, ~k) = 1 + (kLD )−2 .
The factor M can also be calculated for large values of ν 0 to be

M (ν → ∞) ≈ 2π −1/2 (ν 0 + ν 0−1 ) + ...

(5.9)

and for frequent collisions we have

4 ν
Rant (ω → 0, ν → ∞)] = 2
π 0 ωp2

Z
0

∞

F (kLant )
i2 dk
h
2
2
1 + k LD

(5.10)

yielding clear linear increase of the power spectrum level with ν , while the integrand
is not depending on the collision frequency. Using Equation 5.10 gives uncertainty
less than 5% for ν/ωp > 4 and less than 1% for ν/ωp > 8.5. These estimates
are correct for ω/ωp < 0.1. Above these frequencies, the approximation causes
errors above 20% and is not useful for quick estimation of temperature or collision
frequency.

5.1.2 High frequencies ω > ωp
High frequency part of the QTN spectrum is directly proportional to the plasma
pressure and can be used to determine the plasma temperature (see e.g. [Issautier
et al., 1999, Le Chat et al., 2011]). How is this modied by the collisions?
In the high frequency (hydrodynamic) limit, we can derive the expression for
dielectric permittivity by developing Equation 5.3 in series for z → ∞ [Fried and
Conte, 1961]. We keep only terms of the zeroth and rst order in ν/ω and also
neglect terms proportional to (ν/ω)(k/ω)2 to obtain the result

ωp2
(k, ω > ωp ) = 1 − 2
2
ω − iων − 3k 2 vthe
/2

(5.11)

This expression is equivalent to the one obtained using the linearized hydrodynamic equations with a pressure term pe = 3ne kb Te . Also, by omitting the last term
in the denominator we converge to the well known result for a cold plasma [Balmain, 1964]. Using Equation 5.11, the integral in Equation 2.41 can be calculated
analytically (analogy with Equation 2.46 gives the same result), yielding
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Figure 5.2: Level of the QTN on a wire dipole antenna (Lant /LD = 16) at ω = 0.01ωp
computed numerically using Equation 5.6 and rst order approximations given by
Equations 5.8 and 5.9

Zant (ω) =

2F (k∗ Lant )
3π0 ωL2D k∗

(5.12)

with complex pole

v
!
u
2
1
ω
1 u
ων
t
k∗ =
−1−i 2
LD 3 ωp2
ωp

(5.13)

√
From Equation 5.13 it is notable that if ω−ωp >> ν then k∗ ≈ ( 3LD )−1 (ω 2 /ωp2 −
1)1/2 and the level of high frequency part of the spectrum is independent of ν , bringing us back to Equation 2.47. This means that the expressions given at [MeyerVernet and Perche, 1989] stay valid for high frequencies. This also implies that
expressions given by [Chateau and Meyer-Vernet, 1991] for long antennas can be
used to quickly estimate Te from high frequency part of the spectrum.

5.1.3 Resonance region ω ∼ ωp
Around the plasma frequency, the hydrodynamic approach described by Equation 5.12 gives only approximate results and full QTN expression that includes
Equation 5.3 needs to be used.
Since location of the plasma peak, depending mostly of ne and very slightly of
Te (see Equation 2.49), is shifted due to collisions, this eect needs to be taken into
account for accurate estimation of the electron density. On the other hand, damping
of the plasma oscillations near the plasma frequency results in sharp decrease of the
signal at the peak if ν/ωp > 10−2 . Comparison of the peak and the low frequency
thermal plateau intensities is illustrating this eect. Both of these parameters are
numerically calculated for multiple values of ν/ωp in the Lant /LD range of interest
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Figure 5.3: Location (left) and intensity (right) of the plasma peak observed by a
wire dipole antenna in collisional plasma for some of Lant /LD ratios. The uncertainties are less than 0.3% for both plots

and given on Figure 5.3. For ν/ωp > 0.5, the plasma peak completely disappears
from the spectrum and is not practically useful for estimation of ne .

5.1.4 Antenna capacitance
We dene the antenna capacitance as Cant = 1/ωIm[Zant (ω)]. In order to examine the imaginary part of antenna impedance at low frequencies we perform a similar
calculation as in Section 5.1.1 to obtain a simple expression Re[(L (k, ω → 0))−1 ] =
(1 + (kLD )−2 )−1 , identical to the collisionless case. Similarly, for the high frequency
part of the spectrum the hydrodynamic treatment described in Section 5.1.2 can be
used, again concluding that collisions do not aect the signal on high frequencies.
This implies that well known analytical expressions for both dipole and spherical
antennas given in Section 2.3.2 are still valid in both low and high frequency limit.
On the other hand, for ω ∼ ωp the antenna capacitance increases and is strongly
peaked at the plasma frequency for Lant /LD > 5 ([Schi, 1970, Nakatani and Kuehl,
1976]). The eect of collisions is visible through `damping` of the plasma oscillations
in similar way as for the QTN spectra, with the peak disappearing for ν/ωp > 0.1.
An example of the dipole antenna capacitance in a collisional plasma is given on
Figure 5.4, showing that the collisional eects become important for ν/ωp ≥ 10−2 .

5.2 Practical consequences
As described in Chapter 2, the QTN spectroscopy is routinely used in the solar
wind, providing independent measurements of the electron density and temperature.
The solar wind plasma is practically collisionless, while ionospheric and laboratory
plasmas have considerable amount of neutral atoms and molecules that collide with
electrons and can aect the power spectrum in the way described in Section 5.1.
In order to measure the plasma density and temperature in the collisional plasmas
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Figure 5.4: Example of the antenna capacitance for dierent values of the collision
frequency for dipole antenna at Lant /LD = 16. Dotted points present the theoretical
limits for low and high frequencies. The results are shifted for a decade for clarity

as accurately as it is done in the solar wind by using the method presented here,
along with estimating the collision frequency as third independent parameter, one
needs to be aware of the limiting factors that appear in real environments. In this
Section, we give an overview of `terms and conditions` for applicability of the theory
presented above.

5.2.1 In the ionosphere of Earth
The main issue for applying the theory given in Section 5.1 is presence of the
magnetic eld in the lower ionosphere, having value around several tens of µT and
creating electron cyclotron resonance at Ωe ≈ 5 − 7M Hz . Full adaptation of the
QTN spectroscopy to magnetized collisional plasma would assume implementing the
solution of Equation 5.1 with both magnetic and collision terms included into the
theory presented in Chapter 2. This is a very complicated task and is far beyond
the scope of this work, although the necessity of adapting the QTN spectroscopy
for magnetized anisotropic plasma may appear in near future (see Section 6.1 for
details). On the other hand, as described below, there are some areas where we
actually can obtain a lot of information about the plasma parameters by measuring
the QTN. In this subsection, we limit our discussion only to low frequencies since
for ω > ωp the spectrum is well explained by the hydrodynamic approach [Balmain,
1964].
The eects of collisions (in the quiet ionosphere) start becoming notable for
0.01 < ν/ωp at ∼ 120km altitude (dayside) [Bilitza et al., 2011] while at ∼ 85−90km
(approximately the lowest altitude where electron density is still measurable), the
collisional eects are expected to be dominant in the QTN spectrum as ν/ωp ∼ 0.5.
In this range of altitudes, the angular plasma frequency of ωp ∼ 0.1 − 5M Hz and
the electron temperature of Te ∼ 0.02 − 0.2eV are standardly measured.
From the numbers given above it is clear that in this region we have ωp < Ωe . The
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dielectric permittivity function for the magnetized, collisionless, isotropic plasma is
given as [Stix, 1962]

L (k, ω, Ωe ) = 1 +

k||2
2
k⊥

+

1
2 2
LD
k⊥

(5.14)
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where z|| = ω/k|| vthe , λ = (k⊥ vthe /2Ωe )2 , r = k|| vthe /Ωe and In is the modied
Bessel function. Further on, for a long dipole (kvthe << ωp ) at low frequencies we
can write α(q, λ, φ) as series for small arguments z and λ, along with series of the
plasma dispersion function for large argument r−1 to obtain

α(q, λ, φ) = 1 + z|| Z0 (z|| )(1 + λ)

(5.16)

On the right-hand side of Equation 5.16 we recognize the solution analogous to
one for the unmagnetized plasma given by Equation 2.39 and its correction due to
collisions is given by Equation 5.3. Since we know that kvthe << Ωe , the additional
term which scales with λ is negligible and we conclude that Equation 5.6 stays valid
at low frequencies. This is somewhat expected result since at low frequencies the
permittivity is determined by the Debye screening, which is not aected by the
magnetic eld. For ω ∼ ωp the Equation 5.16 is not viable and the QTN theory for
magnetized plasma needs to be done in order to interpret the measured spectra.

5.2.2 Laboratory plasmas and unmagnetized ionospheres
Laboratory plasma chambers can be vacuumed to very low pressures and mirror
the conditions of the lower ionosphere (see e.g. [Hall and Landauer, 1971, Gekelman
et al., 1991]). Primary purposes of experiments with ionospheric-like plasmas are
studying of spacecraft wakes [Pigache, 1973] and ion and neutral ows in ionospheric
or tokamak plasmas [Livesey and Pritchett, 1989, Wallace et al., 2004].
Beside the diagnostic studies, QTN spectroscopy can be used for precise calibration measurements of plasma parameters in a laboratory device, where the external
magnetic eld can be completely annulled in the system [Harp, 1964, Graf and
Jassby, 1967]. In these unmagnetized plasmas, the entire QTN spectrum can be
used for precise plasma diagnostics - examining the electron temperature and the
collision frequency from the low frequency part of the spectrum, plasma density
(with collisional corrections given in Section 5.1.3) from the resonance region and
the electron temperature alone from the high frequency part. This provides independent measurements of ne , Te and ν with assumption that the plasma VDF is
Maxwellian and is the only technique able to perform direct precise measurements
of the collision frequency in laboratory plasmas using the wide frequency range,
both below and above the plasma frequency. All these features noted for laboratory
experiments also stay valid for ionospheres with negligible magnetic eld, ones of
Mars [Hanson and Mantas, 1988, Acuna et al., 1998] and Venus, where the QTN
signal around the plasma frequency was clearly observed during the CASSINI yby
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[Gurnett et al., 2001] (unfortunately on too high altitudes for collisional eects to
be noticeable).
On the other hand, the laboratory devices can be used to improve the QTN
spectroscopy itself by exploring the antenna response functions. Namely, dipole can
be realized with an arbitrary angle and/or with nite gap between the antenna arms,
while for real double sphere antennas, each sphere needs to be placed on a boom. For
these irregular geometries, the antenna response function, dened by Equation 2.16,
becomes very complicated and in most cases not possible to calculate analytically,
so it could be derived from the QTN spectra observed in controlled conditions where
plasma parameters are known. This is the way to explore the eects of previously
not used antenna geometries.

5.2.3 Standard problems and limitations
If the antenna potential is high compared to the thermal energy of electrons
(which is unlikely in the solar wind but can be the case for both ionospheric and
laboratory plasmas) then the plasma sheath eects can become signicant. This is
the problem that has been dealt with in many dierent ways in the past. The strict
kinetic treatment is possible only in the ideal spherical geometry and even then is
very complicated [Buckley, 1966]. This is the reason why many authors came up with
various models of the plasma sheath where the most popular one is the model of the
sheath as a cylindrical vacuum region around the dipole and the plasma is assumed
to be homogeneous up to the surface of the sheath, studied in detail by [Meyer
et al., 1974]. Another, simpler model where capacitance of the vacuum sheath is
in series with the antenna capacitance is also commonly used, producing satisfying
agreement with experimental results (see e.g. [Balmain, 1969, Hall and Landauer,
1971]). The main issue of all these models is dependence of the sheath thickness,
which is itself the unknown parameter that highly aects the results, making the
measurements less accurate.
Thus the most ecient way to go around the complicated sheath problematic and
obtain best results from the QTN spectroscopy might be usage of biased antennas
with collapsed sheath. In general, perturbation of the surrounding plasma and
attracting/repelling of the particles depend of the ratio of antenna potential to
particles thermal energy, as explained in detail in Chapter 3, and the sucient
condition for the plasma to be negligibly perturbed by the antenna is this parameter
to be close to zero. This condition is achievable in both ionospheric and laboratory
plasmas with biased antennas. Good example of this approach is given by [Balmain,
1964], where the experiment with collapsed sheath shows decent agreement with the
hydrodynamic theory. However, this approach, even though it can be very ecient
in laboratory, has a downside when probing the ionospheric plasma. Namely, biasing
the antenna abolishes the balance between the uxes of photoelectrons and plasma
electrons given by Equation 3.26 as, instead of the antenna charging, the biasing
current makes up for the loss of photoelectrons. This can signicantly increase the
photoelectron ux and, consequently, the shot noise at low frequencies as described
in Section 2.4.3, and the shot noise signal will mostly depend on Φph (Section 3.5),
that is, on the properties of antenna surface material.
Another potential issue is the current distribution on a wire dipole antenna.
In this study the dipole antenna current is assumed to be triangular. As noted
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in Section 2.3.3 this is a valid approximation below the plasma frequency if two
conditions are satised. First, the antenna is short compared to the free space
wavelength Lant << c/ω [Balanis, 1997]. Even though plasma frequency in both
ionospheric and laboratory plasmas is several orders of magnitude above the one in
the solar wind, this condition is still easily achieved, even for a long dipole (Lant >>
LD ) since vthe << c. Second, there are no contributions to the antenna current
from electromagnetic surface waves. If aant ∼ LD then contribution of these waves
is considerable and the current is not triangular [Meyer et al., 1974]. Consequently,
the necessary condition aant << LD [Couturier et al., 1981], dictates usage of very
thin antennas (ideally aant should be at least an order of magnitude below LD ) in
all of the described environments.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and perspectives
6.1 Quasi thermal noise spectroscopy on Solar Orbiter and Solar Probe Plus
In Chapter 2 the theory of the QTN was presented for non-thermal plasmas
described by either two-Maxwellian or κ distributions. However, the VDFs measured
by particle analyzers on space missions are also measuring the beam-like component
known as the strahl, which is briey discussed in Chapter 3. Since the strahl is
being scattered into the halo while propagating through the heliosphere [Maksimovic
et al., 2005], neglecting this component is valid only if the spacecraft distance from
the Sun is comparable to 1AU and, as we move closer to the Sun, it becomes less and
less justied. As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, the dierent models that describe this
process exist, but they can only be veried with comprehensive in situ measurements.
This is the reason why the problematic related to the strahl will be important
for future missions that are planned to operate in 2020s and are aiming to explore
the Solar corona and origins of the solar wind, with the spacecraft traveling over the
trajectories that were never explored before. In this Section we will give brief notes
on the challenges and potential issues that might appear on the ESA Solar Orbiter
and NASA Solar Probe Plus (SPP), related to the QTN spectroscopy.

6.1.1 QTN on Solar Orbiter - predictions
Solar Orbiter is a mission planned to launch during 2018 and is dedicated to
bringing us closer to answering several very important questions related to the Sun
and inner heliosphere. The origins of the solar wind and its magnetic eld will
be explored, describing the mechanism and precise locations of its creation in the
corona. Beside (and together with) this primary objective, the transition of both
particles and elds from the corona to the heliosphere will be studied in detail
through investigation of the CMEs, magnetic ux, energetic particles etc.
In order to obtain enough information on these complicated phenomena 4 in situ
and 6 remote sensing instruments will work in parallel. The radio measurements will
be performed by the Radio and Plasma Waves (RPW) instrument [Maksimovic et al.,
2007] that will sample wide range of frequencies (4−1024kHz ) through 128 channels,
providing δf /f ≈ 4.5% resolution, in order to cover the plasma frequency occurrence
on its path from the Earth to ∼ 0.28AU . The instrument will be equipped with 3
Lant = 6.5m monopoles with average radius of aant = 1.27cm. It is important to
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note that the Orbiter heliospheric latitude at the perihelion will gradually increase
up to ∼ 30◦ (and even up to ∼ 34◦ during the extended mission). This implies
that the perihelion in situ measurements will be performed mostly in the fast solar
wind while measurements at larger distances, during the `cruise phase`, will happen
mostly in the slow wind close to the ecliptic.
Here we make rough predictions of the QTN spectra expected to be observed by
the RPW for the solar wind parameters given in Table 6.1. The spectra are given
on Figure 6.1. Contribution of the strahl is not taken into account in the shown
plots since no adequate theory exists at this point (even though some preliminary
calculations show that the eect of the strahl will be visible mostly in the region
just below the plasma frequency [Meyer-Vernet, personal communication]). The
issue that appears in previous Chapters related to the shot noise at high frequencies
still exists, so results for f > fp should be taken with some reserve. Considering
these two unresolved issues, all the spectra shown here should be observed only as
a preliminary insight into a model that needs to be carefully developed in the near
future.
Parameter
ne [cm−3 ]
Te [eV ]
np [cm−3 ]
Tp [eV ]
κ
vsw [km/s]
Φph [1014 m−2 s−1 ]
φcorr
LD [m]
vthe [106 m/s]

1AU
5
10
5
5
5
350
1
1.36
9.9
1.25

0.6AU
15
15
15
8
7
350
3
1.22
6.8
1.53

0.3AU
55
26
55
17
10
350
10
1.12
4.8
2.01

Extreme conditions
200
5
200
2.5
15
1000
10
1.39
1.1
0.89

Table 6.1: Assumed conditions in the solar wind for various distances from the Sun.
φcorr is correction of the shot noise due to antenna potential (explained in detail in
Chapter 3)
The important question that still needs to be answered is the visibility of the
plasma peak on the RPW spectra in the quiet solar wind. Although the plots
shown on Figure 6.1 do not look very promising it is important to note that the
shot noise that covers the plasma peak is expected to drop close to the plasma
frequency [Meyer-Vernet, 1983] so we should develop the accurate generic spectrum
(see Section 2.4.3 for details) and wait for some real data in order to discuss this
topic in more details.
Nonetheless, even when the necessary model is developed determination of the
photoelectron parameters will still be a very important issue. The RPW will be routinely measuring the dierence between the spacecraft and the antenna potential.
This set of data is dicult to analyze using Equation 3.26 since it introduces photoelectron parameters of the spacecraft as new unknown variables, but the spacecraft
oating potential values are possible to estimate using various methods on dierent
instruments as it was done on some previous missions (see e.g. [Pedersen, 1995, Henri
et al., 2011]) and used as a useful constrain when determining the antenna potential.
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Figure 6.1: RPW generic spectra expected to be observed by the Solar Orbiter at
various distances from the Sun. The parameters are given in Table 6.1 and the
receiver gain is assumed to be Γ = 0.5. The receiver internal noise is not taken into
account

6.1.2 QTN on Solar Probe Plus - unknowns and challenges
This mission (scheduled for launch at June 30, 2018) will be based mostly on
in situ measurements inside the solar corona. The spacecraft is designed primarily
for observations at perihelion (9.6 solar radii or ∼ 0.04AU from the surface of the
Sun), using 4 instruments that will measure magnetic eld, ion composition, particle
velocity distributions and plasma waves. The Fields instrument [Bale et al., 2016]
that will be synchronized with the Solar Wind Electrons Alphas and Protons Investigation (SWEAP) particle analyzer [Kasper et al., 2015] is designed to observe the
radio and plasma waves. It is equipped with 4 cross-positioned Lant = 2m antennas
with aant ≈ 0.16cm radius and will provide measurements in the frequency range
10kHz − 19.2M Hz while Fields/LFR, primarily created to observe the QTN, will
be able to provide the δf /f ≈ 4.5% resolution in the 10kHz − 2.4M Hz range.
Two major issues arise while predicting the QTN for the SPP. First one is the
strahl which requires a comprehensive theoretical work, as already discussed above.
Second one is the shot noise. Namely, Fields antennas are positioned closely to the
heat shield that will be facing the Sun. Both the shield and the antennas will be
biased in order to prevent the surface potential to become too large, either positive
or negative. Several biasing algorithms are prepared by the instrument team in
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order to cover possible scenarios, depending on the physical processes that will turn
out to be dominant at the material surface, as discussed in detail by [Bale et al.,
2016]. This is why the particle collection of both spacecraft and the antenna is
very hard to predict, even with simulations. Further on, the noise caused by the
photoelectrons that leave the surface and then return to it will need to be studied in
more detail. This component, briey discussed in Section 2.4.3, gives nearly white
noise for frequencies up to 300kHz [Petit, 1975]. For higher frequencies, interesting
for the SPP, the δ function of induced antenna current due to an electron impact
is not a justied approximation and the antenna potential rise/decay times need to
be taken into account in order to obtain satisfying results. All these reasons make
predicting of the QTN spectrum that is supposed the be observed by Fields/LFR
a very `thankless` job since too many variables are unknown and the real in-depth
analysis will probably need to wait for the real data, and all the theory needed for
its interpretation will be developed as the circumstances dictate.

6.2 Concluding remarks
The starting motivation of this work (or at least rst part of it) was an attempt
to recover the missing electron temperature data from the STEREO/SWEA electron
analyzer. This was imagined, at rst, as a straight forward task that will use the
QTN theory which is well known for decades and the PLASTIC data for the density
estimation.
This well known theory is summarized in Chapter 2, providing an overview
of the QTN phenomenology, antenna characteristics and the basic equations that
introduce connection between the plasma parameters and the power spectral density
observed at the antenna terminals. The antenna response to nearby plasma for the
frequency range of interest is given by the antenna response function. This function
includes dependency from the antenna geometry and current distribution. On the
other hand, plasma inuence is completely determined by the VDF of particles.
From the VDF we derive the dielectric functions and, directly, the mean values of
the squared electric eld tensor which determines the power spectral density. As
contributions from electrons and protons are additive we calculate them separately.
Further on, since the QTN theory assumes `grid` antennas that are transparent for
particles, we calculate the correction due to the antenna thickness. The noise signal
that originates from this eect is known as the shot noise. This component was
usually negligible at most of the antenna congurations used in previous missions
and no demands for its strict modeling appeared before. On the other hand, the
shot noise is dominant for the case of STEREO and it was necessary to make a
closer insight into this problematic. This is the reason why we needed to deal with
several problems that were not rigorously treated by previous authors.
These issues are related to the particle impacts/emission to/from the antenna and
are described in detail in Chapter 3. The equilibrium state at the antenna surface
assumes the current (ux) balance between particles that arrive to the antenna
surface from the surrounding plasma and ones that are emitted from the surface
due to photoelectric eect. As the ux of photoelectrons is usually for an order of
magnitude larger then the ux of electrons impacting the antenna at zero potential
then the antenna surface charges in order to equalize these two components. Using
the orbit limited theory, we calculated the equilibrium particle ux (that determines
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the shot noise) as a function of the surface potential for a plasma described by κ
distributions, proving that the particle collection is considerably increased, for both
cylindrical and spherical collectors, due to presence of the supra-thermal particles
which are ubiquitous in the solar wind. As the surface potential is playing a key role
in determination of the particle ux, we also implement the results obtained into
the current balance equation in order to calculate the potential as a function of the
plasma density and temperature. These results give a total `correction` factor for the
shot noise compared to the case where the potential is considered to be very small
(this approximation was used by most of the previous authors when dealing with the
shot noise). It turns out that the corrections obtained are not negligible and change
the value of the electron temperature measured for a factor of 2 or more whenever
the shot noise is dominant. This is why these results are absolutely necessary to be
taken into account for both STEREO and future missions described in Section 6.1,
for which we also expect to observe mostly the shot noise at low frequencies (Figure
6.1).
Even though the theory of the shot noise at high frequencies was developed in
the past, we still do not have an adequate, precise and fast numerical model that can
be used for large data sets. This is why application of the QTN spectroscopy to the
STEREO data, described in Chapter 4, was limited only to the low frequency part
of the spectrum. The tools needed for creating an electron temperature database
of the entire mission are developed in this Chapter. During this work, several additional issues appeared. Namely, the LFR instrument uncertainties cause very large
measurement errors and it was necessary to perform averaging of the results during
an empirically chosen time interval. The one hour interval was chosen using comparison with the Wind data for a short period where two spacecraft were positioned
close to each other. This period was also used to verify the results from the method
applied on STEREO by comparing the electron density and temperature with ones
measured by reliable particle analyzers on Wind. At this
√ point, developing of a
`version 0` database is in the initial phase, containing ne Te data, even though additional work needs to be done on estimation of the uncertainties. The total error
of each one-hour averaged value is dependent from errors of the PLASTIC data,
uncertainties obtained from tting of each particular spectrum, deviations of the
results during the averaging interval etc. Value of the error for the rst version of
the database is expected to be around 40%. This number does not look very impressive but, since at this point there is no data for thermal electrons on STEREO
at all, it will present a useful order of magnitude estimate. More precise `version
1` electron temperature data requires two crucial improvements. First, an ecient
shot noise model above the plasma frequency needs to be developed, as already
discussed above. This will enable us to include three times more frequency channels and decrease the measurement uncertainties and/or averaging time intervals.
Second, the PLASTIC data update is essential in order to give more reliable electron density estimates. The uncertainties of the obtained electron temperature are
expected to be larger than the ones that would be provided by the malfunctioning
particle analyzers, but the results will still be reliable and useful to the community.
The second part of the theoretical work that still awaits its application is presented in Chapter 5. Although impedance of the antennas in collisional plasmas
was studied by many previous authors, both in the ionosphere and in laboratory,
the QTN spectroscopy was not used before in these particular environments. In
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this work, we presented the theory of the antenna impedance and, directly from
the Nyquist theorem, the thermal noise for plasmas where collisions occur mostly
between electrons and neutrals. The main advantage of the model presented here
is usage of the kinetic approach that relies on the Boltzmann equation instead of
the hydrodynamic treatment that was usually used in this problematics and is valid
only above the plasma frequency. This enabled us to introduce the method able to
measure the electron density, temperature and electron-neutral collisional frequency
as independent parameters while relying on the wide frequency range. However,
despite the liability and accuracy of the theory, it must be noted that several limitations exist in realistic plasmas. The main issue is that our approach (and, in general,
the QTN theory developed to this day) does not include magnetic eld eects. This
is a major diculty for plasmas where the cyclotron frequency is comparable to the
plasma frequency, for example at the ionosphere of Earth, and we can only use very
low frequencies to estimate electron moments. This method still needs to be tested
in Earth's ionosphere but it is expected to be more useful in studying unmagnetized planetary ionospheres. On the other hand, the magnetic eld is not an issue
in laboratory plasmas where it can be completely annulled. The QTN laboratory
measurements are important both as a diagnostic tool and as a way to enable deeper
investigation of the method itself in a controlled environment. Nonetheless, even in
a highly stable facility with known plasma parameters, the important problem of
the plasma sheath presence around the antenna will still persist. Namely, since the
Debye length in these cold and dense plasmas can be very small and comparable
to the antenna diameter, aection of the sheath to the measured power spectrum
can become signicant. We propose usage of very tiny antennas and/or the antenna
biasing in order to avoid this problem and keep the antenna current distribution
simple and similar to the one in the solar wind. The rst laboratory thermal noise
measurements are expected to be realized in the near future through the ongoing
collaboration between Paris Observatory and University of Belgrade. These experiments might turn out to be very important for ground testing the responses of
antennas with complicated geometries and, consequently, of the QTN spectroscopy
as a piggyback technique used on the cubesats, which will usually be made with the
body size comparable to the antenna length, or on other devices with complicated
shapes.
Finally, we can conclude that this thesis gives answers to several questions in the
eld of the QTN spectroscopy, especially related to the shot noise, but it also (like
any other scientic work) points out to a series of still unresolved topics that will be
the subject of some future research. The impression in the space science community
is that this eld will become more and more interesting as time goes on, since the
radio measurements can be performed even in the extreme conditions in proximity
of the Sun - the next milestone for in situ measurements on space missions.
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